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Abstract

This study utilized an industrial ethnographic framework to perform a document analysis on educational classroom documents presently used at a single small, private boarding school. This school, where students are given an individualized curriculum and experience immersed in technology, frequently uses Google Apps for Education to share electronic documents used in the classroom.

Qualitative information was gathered using an instrument created for this study, the Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) form. EDDIE forms in the areas of Supplemental Documents, Adopted Textbooks, and Lesson Plans were used to evaluate presently-used classroom documents with current information design and educational trends.

The document analysis found that teachers at the school choose and create educational document based on the individual student needs in the classroom. The study demonstrated that teachers need more knowledge and practice in the area of adding stylistic changes to user-created documents to ease document comprehension and understanding for students.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Do you learn new information in the same way that everyone around you does? A style that works best for you when interacting with a new document might not work for the person sitting next to you in the classroom. The same idea goes for students in a classroom. Each child will learn best in his or her own way, and as a direct result of his or her own previous experiences in life.

Depending on how a school operates, some of those unique methods of learning can be addressed, creating an individualized education based on student needs. This is one of the overall goals of Brandon Hall School, a private school in Atlanta, Georgia—to help each student learn and grow based on their own educational needs.

However, this individualized education can be compromised when each student in a class is using the same educational materials, such as textbooks, worksheets, or other supplemental materials. If everyone is accessing information the same way, where it is difficult to account for individual learning differences, how can the playing field be leveled so that all students get the information they need in a way that works best for them as individuals? What can teachers do to make sure every student is retaining the information they need to succeed in the classroom?

This industrial ethnography uses a document analysis to perform a cultural assessment of documents within a specific organization. The study will act as a program assessment to determine the effectiveness of current document use in the school.
**Background: Brandon Hall School**

Brandon Hall School is a small, private day and boarding school with approximately 200 students in grades 6 through 12. Students have the opportunity to receive an individualized curriculum upon enrollment, with careful consideration given to previous course issues or learning difficulties when creating a course schedule. Class sizes are generally small, averaging around eight students per classroom, allowing students and teachers to interact in a more personal environment (Brandon Hall School, n.d., Facts about Brandon Hall).

The school has a strong focus on the use of technology in the classroom, stating in the Mission Statement that a primary goal “is to provide a challenging college preparatory experience immersed in technology” (Brandon Hall School, n.d., The Mission section). In addition, “90% of all books and learning materials are in eBook or electronic format” (Brandon Hall School, n.d., Technology at Brandon Hall School), and many assignments and supplements are distributed digitally through Google Apps. There are some classrooms that are not quite as technology-immersed, resulting in some materials still being distributed in a paper-based format.

Many decisions for the school are made based on this technology-driven environment. As stated on the school’s webpage about technology use, “Our commitment is to ensure we are teaching 21st century skills, encouraging individual exploration and creativity. Achieving this goal means allowing the interest of our students to drive components of our digital curriculum” (Brandon Hall School, n.d., Technology at Brandon Hall School). Opportunities for student success drive all decisions made regarding technology use in the curriculum.
Many students choose to attend Brandon Hall because of the various methods of learning offered to them. “We use technology like iPads, Apple laptops, interactive technologies, electronic projectors and appropriate software to enhance students’ individualized learning, recognizing that students have direct access to information sources” (Brandon Hall School, n.d., Why Choose Brandon Hall School?). With this variety of media, students receive instruction that is unique to their own individual needs and abilities.

**Statement of the Problem**

Despite this strong focus on technology in the classroom, many students have complained that the digital textbooks cause problems for them. Books chosen by faculty members and department chairs are often distributed through multiple publisher platforms, resulting in each student having to keep track of multiple logins and passwords just to access their books. In addition, with different publishers—and sometimes even within the same publisher—books are often accessed different ways, such as through an interactive website or through a static PDF download of the book. The inconsistencies between textbooks and other course documents tend to frustrate the students, which can lead to lower rates of knowledge retention.

A variation in document accessibility may also cause difficulty for students. While some teachers may choose to distribute supplemental documents through email, others may use Google Drive or hand out physical paper copies. Variations among classrooms may cause confusion for students who must keep track of all documents given to them among different media.
In addition, teachers are each at different levels of document design ability when creating their own documents for the classroom and evaluating potential documents for classroom adoption. Without a design background, teachers may inadvertently create or select documents for their classroom that make knowledge retention and transfer more difficult for students.

**Purpose and Significance of the Study**

The purpose of this study is to explore current textbooks and supplemental document design and accessibility choices for students at Brandon Hall School. The study will derive from an analysis of print and electronic documents used in the classroom for a variety of subjects between grades 6 to 12. Following the explorations, recommendations will be made on possible improvements for document design and distribution in the classroom.

**Research questions.** The central research question that this study will aim to answer is, what is the culture-sharing pattern of educational material design choices for students at Brandon Hall School? This study will also address the following sub-questions:

1. What are the common themes in current document choices?
2. Do current document choices and methods reflect the current recommendations for knowledge retention and understanding as laid out in the present literature?
3. How can teachers improve their document choices in the classroom to promote student retention and understanding?
For the purpose of this study, knowledge “retention” can be defined as “the ability on the part of the learner to remember, recognize, and recall information presented to them” (Cook & Klipfel, 2015).

**Significance of the study.** This study will immediately help faculty at Brandon Hall School better understand how their chosen textbooks and supplemental classroom documents are helping or hindering student learning. With this information, present faculty can examine their current document choices, and determine if they are effective, if other document options exist that may better fit student needs, or if faculty should design their own documents to custom fit student needs. Additionally, in working directly with the Dean of Faculty at Brandon Hall School throughout this study, he can better advise current and future teachers on the most effective methods of document design and distribution in the classroom.

The nature of the industrial ethnography means this study’s recommendations will be specific to the document culture of Brandon Hall School. However, looking outside of this ethnography site, the results of this study can help all educators, in public or private education. Educators of all types can make better choices for textbook and supplemental document selection and design based on current concepts in the related literature. These choices may differ based on the culture of individual educational establishments, but many of the recommendations will remain the same for a wide variety of schools.

**Research Framework**

According to Bain and Weston (2012), general ethnographic studies in the past have shown that teachers generally “construct their practice in ways that are largely
uninformed by research in the field.” A major goal of this study is to change that generalization, and provide teachers with the background research they need so they can provide students with the best possible classroom documents.

The Review of the Literature in this study covers a large variety of factors affecting student interpretation of classroom documents. These topics include information design, decisions on textbook adoption, the implementation of electronic textbooks, the use of technology in the classroom environment, cognitive psychology and how students learn, and lesson planning and pedagogical design. Each topic plays a role in how teachers provide documents, and how students will therefore interact and interpret them.

Following the Review of the Literature, the study’s industrial ethnographic Methodology chapter explains the research methods utilized. This includes a description of the teacher recruitment and document selection process, as well as an introduction to Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) forms as the qualitative instrument for the study.

The Analysis chapter goes through classrooms and documents, providing objective, qualitative responses to the topics within the EDDIE forms. This includes EDDIE forms in the areas of Lesson Plans, Adopted Textbooks, and Supplemental Documents.

The Discussion chapter determines the patterns of document choices found in the Analysis chapter, and compares these finding to the current research found in the Review of the Literature. This Discussion follows themes among the six sections of the Review of the Literature.
The Recommendations chapter provides advice for teachers based on the information found in the Discussion chapter. These recommendations are given in the areas of Supplemental Documents, Adopted Textbooks, and Lesson Plans, with subsections created based on the questions asked in the EDDIE forms.
CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In order to fully assess the design of educational documents within a specific setting, it is critical to examine the current literature on a variety of design aspects. This will help ensure that documents and decisions meet the current standards and viewpoints of the industry.

One major question underlies this review of the literature: What are the current best practices when it comes to education and classroom documents? Information design, decisions on textbook adoption, the implementation of electronic textbooks, the use of technology in the classroom environment, cognitive psychology and how students learn, and lesson planning and pedagogical design are all addressed in this review.

While not all aspects of this theoretical framework relate directly to information design and document analysis, some aspects indirectly affect how students interact with documents in the classroom. These indirect factors affect the best information design practices for documents are introduced to the classroom.

The information found in this review of the literature will be used as a basis for the study’s qualitative instrument, the Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) forms. These EDDIE forms and their application to the study are discussed in more detail in the Methodology chapter on page 42.

Information Design

In order for teachers to better understand what works in educational documents and what does not, they should have a basic understand of information design and its
importance in education. Lipton (2007) provides us with one of the most thorough definitions of information design, outlining much of what it encompasses:

   Effective information design accomplishes a lot. It helps people navigate and understand the increasingly complex world of facts, figures, directions, and demands. It helps people finish a task, solve a problem, or meets a need. It minimizes or eliminates frustrations. It begins and ends with understanding the people who will use the content and making sure that the content and its presentation and delivery serve them.

   Effective information design helps readers to quickly and easily understand the information in front of them. As Waller (2012) states, “Readers are conservative and want to minimize their effort to understand.” When effort is minimized, students can understand and comprehend documents at a quicker pace and with less mental effort.

   In educational settings, textbooks should employ effective information design strategies to help students learn efficiently. However, the definition of a “well-designed textbook” is open to interpretation, as individual readers might find different aspects of a textbook as well-designed. One consensus among researchers (Erbaş, Alacaci, & Bulut, 2012) is that a textbook may be considered well-designed if it uses design features that help facilitate “multiple functions for students and teachers.”

   **The importance of layout.** The design and organization of a document will impact how a reader interacts with and understands the information provided. If the layout confuses readers, this will show in their attempted interpretation of the document at hand. In the case of educational documents, including textbooks, worksheets, assessments, and other documents, the presentation of a document can affect how the
reader uses the information to learn (Mikk & Luik, 2005). As Španović (2010) reiterates, “The complicated language of texts, photographs, and graphical design may affect the clear understanding of the anticipated message.”

Children understand and comprehend documents in a much different way than adults because of their personal developmental characteristics. A study by Baek and Lee (2008) determined that “The information architecture of children differs from that of adults in depth, breath, and clarity of contents and logicality.” The authors recommend that the chosen information architecture that is used for children should “be determined in accordance with the cognitive development of users.”

Because of these cognitive differences, document designers should take care to design the information architecture in a way that works best for students, particularly in regards to flexibility. “If a hierarchical navigation system lacks flexibility…navigation becomes inefficient.” Flexible navigation is critical to the design of electronic textbooks. While paper-based documents and textbooks follow a different kind of flexible navigation, this concept should be taken into consideration, as well.

When creating material for their students, teachers must consider how the about and design will affect student comprehension. For instance, when developing examinations separate from what the publisher provides, typographic layout can alter how a student interacts with the assessment. It might affect their reading accuracy or speed, therefore affecting their responses to the questions (Lonsdale, 2014). Every choice made in the creation of a document will have some sort of an affect, whether intentional or unintentional, on each child’s understanding upon interacting with that document.
Creating effective page layouts. Teachers are often responsible for the creation of supplemental instructional documents. As such, they need to design documents that will work effectively for their students. As Burke (2015) argues, “Teachers should think as much about design as they should about instruction, to think like designers as well as teachers.” There are a multitude of ways for teachers who are new to information design to create effective page layouts for their students.

The use of hierarchy to show content importance originated with the ancient Egyptians and the creation of the Narmer Palette. “Relative size definitely suggests a hierarchal significance here: The king is much bigger than any other humans” (Hocks & Kendrick, 2003). By using relative size of images on a stone tablet, hierarchy was shown in that the king was above all other humans. Lipton (2007) reiterates this concept in his book on information design. “We regard elements that are obviously bigger as being more important, and those that are obviously smaller as being less important.” This concept of hierarchy is now considered a basic convention of visual design.

Hierarchy can also be shown “through changing value or contrast, color, position, or shape, or by placing more space around an element” (Apfelbaum & Cezzar, 2014). To make the title of a document the primary emphasis, the designer can place it towards the top of the page, make it larger than the remaining content, make it a different color, and emphasize it by bolding the fonts. Using any or all of these modifications can help an element stand out among the rest, and therefore appeals to the reader as a primary piece of information.

The use of style differences can also show the relationships between elements, as opposed to just making specific elements stand out. “Use style—the size, face, style,
color, and shape of elements—to show their relationships with other elements” (Lipton, 2007). By grouping together items of a similar color or shape, readers can better see related elements.

In addition, using size to make elements more readable encourages efficient interaction and understanding. Studies have shown (Piht, Raus, Kukk, Martin, & Riidak, 2013) that students prefer “big format titles” in addition to “large and clear illustrations.” By making the important aspects of a design stand out with the use of size, readers will more likely interact with these elements before interacting with smaller elements.

Typography is a critical aspect of effective page layouts, where a designer’s choices can affect the legibility of a page. For example, when determining a font to use in a user-created document, “serif should be used to the body of the text and sans serif can be used for headings, captions, and marginalia” (Lonsdale, 2013). In addition, the font choices mixed with spacing concerns can help readers to better understand the information at hand. “Good typography acts as a guide that leads the reader through the content, using space to say, this goes with this or we’re going to take a break here or this is something new” (Apfelbaum & Cezzar, 2014).

Considering the placement of elements within a design helps facilitate understanding, such as with deliberate grouping of elements. “Grouping [of elements] permits an element to have an immediate visual relationship with another element in close proximity” (Elam, 2004). When grouping elements, designers should also pay attention to the white space around grouped and individual elements. Using space between elements effectively can help direct the readers through the content, much like a content map (Apfelbaum & Cezzar, 2014).
Lonsdale (2013) suggests that teachers ensure classroom documents are word-processed instead of handwritten, allow ample space between questions for student responses, and are reproduced at a high quality. In doing so, students have a better chance at successfully demonstrating their level of achievement in the classroom, particularly for examinations.

**Visual literacy in teachers and students.** In 1996, the National Council of Teachers in English (NCTE) “passed a resolution on the need for visual literacy, announcing in the background section that ‘teachers should guide students in constructing meaning through creating and viewing non-print texts.’” (Hocks & Kendrick, 2003). This resolution demonstrates the need for teachers to understand the need for visual literacy and practice visual literacy concepts to support student learning. When teachers have strong visual literacy abilities, they can also teach students how to use visual literacy to support their own learning.

Aristotle’s three logics of rhetoric—logos, ethos, and pathos—support the importance of implementing visuals within text. As such, teachers must have some sense of visual literacy for when they evaluate and create documents for use in their classroom. “Fluency with images and their use has become crucial to controlling credibility and creating emotional appeal, and even, to some extent, logical appeal” (Hocks & Kendrick, 2003). The effective use of visuals within a layout will help appeal to readers through these rhetorical concepts.

Piht, Raus, Kukk, Martin, and Riidak (2013) state how “it is important to investigate how visual materials supports student learning.” By understanding how students interact with visual materials, teachers can determine which visuals are most
effective for the students’ needs, and therefore make better choices on the use of visual materials in the classroom.

Piht et al. (2013) also address how previous knowledge can affect current understanding of visuals within text, an idea discussed in more detail in the “Cognitive Psychology and How Students Learn” section on page 29.

Media literacy, a subset of visual literacy that specifically focuses on multimedia, is quickly becoming one of the “crucial goals in education” (Španović, 2010). As technology progresses, students have access to more multimedia options than ever before. Teachers should understand what multimedia options work best for their students, and take care to match media literacy with the cognitive level of their students.

**Graphicacy.** Mathematics and science educators face additional problems when assessing the information design of a classroom document, particularly in regards to the visuals that accompany textbook information.

One specific area of textbook visuals is known as graphicacy. Simply put, graphicacy “encompasses both the ability to understand and to create graphics” (Zebehazy & Wilton, 2014). The correct use of graphics in a textbook encourages understanding and retention in the student, particularly in the fields of math and science.

For the sake of this theoretical framework, the use of the word “graphic” requires a clear definition. Lowrie, Diezmann, and Logan (2011) offer one definition: a visual meant for “storing, understanding and communicating essential information” and can include items such as “graphs, maps, number lines, and flow charts.”

Oftentimes, graphics included in texts are too difficult for a typical student at that cognitive level to understand. One type is three-dimensional graphics, which Mikk and
Luik (2005) claim are distracting, often containing a number of fine details that are too complex for students to comprehend. Awareness of graphicacy in teachers will help them to evaluate graphics and determine the appropriate level for their classrooms and students.

The inclusion of graphics in the written textbook material has a direct effect on student understanding. This includes the integration of graphics within the layout. “Graphic illustrations are more effective when integrated with the text of the teaching material” and seem to be “an important factor in learning from printed materials” (Oruç, Uğurlu, & Tokcan, 2010). If done incorrectly, graphic placement within a text can result in a major distraction for the readers. “Students find it challenging to move between text and graphics to the extent that it can disturb their thinking” (Lowrie, Diezmann, & Logan, 2011). Teachers should take special consideration when using course materials with numerous graphics. Graphics-heavy documents should help the readers to understand the information, and not confuse or overwhelm the reader.

**Textbook Decisions**

Oftentimes, particularly in private schools, the role of selecting a textbook (or possibly multiple textbooks) for a class falls on individual teachers. However, with such a variety of textbook styles, publishers, and methods of access, these decisions can become very difficult and time consuming for the teacher. There are many factors for teachers to consider when researching textbooks and adopting textbooks to their own class curriculum.
The importance of textbooks. Textbooks continue to be a deciding factor in many curricular decisions, and play many roles in the classroom environment. “Textbooks are both a pedagogical tool as well as a marketed product, textbooks are an instrument for learning as well as an object of learning, and textbooks address both students and teachers” (Erbaş, Alacaci, & Bulut, 2012). Although the methods in which students and teachers access textbooks might change, textbooks remain a staple in the classroom for student learning.

Now, with the onset of electronic textbooks and classroom components, textbooks have become just one piece of a much larger group of classroom educational materials. As Španović (2010) discusses, the textbook now acts as a “complementary source within a multimedia package,” just one source among many that help and encourage students to learn.

Evaluating and selecting a textbook for course adoption. According to Juban and Lopez (2013), surveys with faculty have shown that the most important factor in textbook adoption is content. Content should match with a teacher’s curricular goals, school requirements, and teaching style to be most effective for the student.

Numanoglu and Bayir (2009) suggest that teachers evaluate two main features in a textbook to determine adoption validity: content and conformity to visual design principles. During the adoption process, teachers should ask themselves about how they believe the textbook will work for them. Does the content fit their own curricular goals and requirements, as well as their teaching style? Is the design of the information organized in such a way that students can comprehend and understand the textbook quickly and efficiently? Does the textbook align with the age range of the classroom in
question? These questions, and more, can help teachers to determine if a classroom culture will successfully adopt a specific textbook.

Modern textbook designers now focus on student needs when creating content, and incorporating these needs into textbook designs. Waller (2012) states that these designers “know that students need information to be broken into chunks, and well supplied with headings, illustrations, notes, and meta-level study aids.”

Teachers must ensure that the textbook option they choose will work for both the teacher and the students. Topal, Sarikaya, Basturk, and Buke (2015) wrote that “even if an education program is perfect it will not work if the design, teaching and learning strategies were not adopted by teachers and students.” Additionally, the teacher should select textbooks that will “enhance the learners’ attention and interest in learning” (Štefaniková & Prokop, 2015). Doing so will encourage students to interact more with the textbook. If not everyone in the classroom environment is satisfied with the textbook adoption choice, the textbook will not align with the goals of the course, and the teacher may need to consider other options.

During the textbook adoption process for mathematics and science teachers, it is especially important that textbooks “be investigated in detail in terms of problem posing activities.” This might involve examining the book for “adequate, explicit and tangible problem posing activities” that will help supplement textbook graphics (Kilic, 2013). As previously discussed, effectively designed and placed graphics will help ease the learning process for students.

Two other important considerations for textbook adoption include textbook accessibility and the use of technology in the classroom. The next section,
Implementation of Electronic Textbooks, discusses current research on various methods of textbook accessibility, such as accessing electronic textbooks.

**Implementation of Electronic Textbooks**

In today’s digital age, especially with the growing popularity of tablets (Huang, Chen, & Ho, 2014), electronic textbooks have become much more prominent. However, debate exists as to whether schools should implement print or electronic textbooks in their curriculum. Each type, between print and electronic textbooks, have individual benefits and drawbacks.

A variety of authors have given a definition to what exactly an electronic textbook (also known as an e-textbook, or an e-book for short) consists of. These varying definitions include:

- “a package consisting of teaching and learning contents in an electronic format and the computer devices used to access the contents” (Lee & Yau, 2015);
- “book-length publications in digital form, either ‘born digital’ or derived from a printed version” (Browne & Coe, 2012); and
- “a new platform for accessing digital information that preserves the benefits of having electronic reading while providing many of the advantages of paper books” (Kang, Wang, & Lin, 2009).

However, just because a publisher offers an electronic version of a previously print textbook, this does not mean that the two have identical features. Many times, what the publisher considers an e-book might really just be a print book scanned into PDF
form. For these types of e-books, the only digital benefit is the ability to search the text for a specific keyword or phrase (Browne & Coe, 2012).

According to de Oliveira, Camacho, and Gisbert (2014), “The adoption of e-textbooks does not necessarily mean a transition from traditional textbooks to e-textbooks.” Because of this, teachers should consider a number of factors when determining if an e-book is the right option for a particular classroom environment.

**Growth of electronic textbooks.** As technology develops, so do the offerings of electronic textbooks. While the PDF style of textbooks that Browne and Coe (2012) discuss are still prevalent, many other e-books continue to change how information is given. “Digital textbooks…have evolved into teaching and learning support systems equipped with numerous tools to help learners explore, build, apply, and share knowledge” (Lim, Song, & Lee, 2011).

Now, the growing sales of electronic textbooks demonstrate that schools have begun to implement the structure successfully. According to a 2013 CourseSmart article referenced by Falc (2013), “In 2010, there were over 12,000 e-textbooks available, and now they offer over 90% of textbooks in use today.” Juban and Lopez (2013) also stated that by this year, they expect that sales of electronic textbooks “will make up 18% of total textbook sales.” Should a teacher want to adopt an e-book for their classroom, they have many options available to them to do so. If these e-books trends continue, the implementation of e-books in the classroom will likely become the norm instead of the exception.

**Benefits of electronic textbooks.** Multiple scholars (Lee & Yau, 2015; Španović, 2010) have recognized that e-books can have major overall benefits to the educational
process. Španović (2010) had this to say regarding the numerous benefits of electronic textbooks:

Contemporary e-textbook design has the power to support the individualization of learning process. When it uses common ways of expression, such as speech, text, still and motion pictures, film, virtual reality, etc., and when it is designed according to the pedagogical conceptions of instruction, electronic textbooks may well become a significant factor for quality technology-based instruction.

Meanwhile, Lee and Yau (2015) believe that e-books “have the potential to address some of the shortcomings of paper-based textbooks.” These benefits provide a basis of solid support for the implementation of e-books in classrooms.

Today, electronic textbooks often include a variety of multimedia features that enhance the student learning experience. Huang, Chen, and Ho (2014) define multimedia learning as “a learning method which integrates words, including texts and narrations, with pictures, including diagrams, charts, pictures, maps, animations, and videos.” A student’s electronic textbook might now include a number of multimedia features to help them learn, including “note-taking tools, memo pads, writing and highlighting tools, messenger services, discussion boards, navigation tools (e.g., bookmarking, page search/scroll, and course selection), screen-capture capabilities, textbook display options, and search tools” (Lim, Song, & Lee, 2011).

Throughout multiple areas of research, students themselves have given their reasoning for a preference towards electronic textbooks, such as the books offering
• “greater flexibility and accessibility than paper-based texts, considering their multimedia-enriched visual appeal, limitless reuse possibility and support for personalized learning” (Sun & Jiang, 2015);

• “easiness to do activities and find information, [and] the possibility to see images and videos” (de Oliveira, Camacho, & Gisbert, 2014);

• “the ease of using an e-textbook and not carrying around a physical textbook” (Falc, 2013); and

• “[providing] for flexible individualized learning” (Španović, 2010).

In addition to student responses, school administrators have given their support for electronic textbooks. As de Oliveira, Camacho, and Gisbert (2014) found in their work, electronic textbooks generally have support due to the fact that they are “relatively cheap, easy to handle, and capable of obtaining usage statistics.” Evidence has shown that all personnel in a school environment—including students, teachers, and administrators—can benefit from electronic textbooks in some way, should a staff member decide to implement them.

**Drawbacks to electronic textbooks.** Despite the plethora of benefits and features available in electronic textbooks, e-books occasionally fail to operate as anticipated, resulting in missed educational opportunities for both students and teachers.

One of the largest drawbacks to electronic textbook implementation is the difficulty in fully integrating the technology into the classroom environment. As Bauer and Kenton (2005) have found, many teachers are not well-prepared for such an integration: “Fewer than 20% of teachers felt that they were prepared to integrate computer technology into their classroom instruction.”
Students also find it difficult to focus on electronic textbooks at times. Internet-based textbooks often contain “numerous links to unrelated stories and sections that seek to distract or divert the reader” (Waller, 2012). While school can place certain blocks to help prevent this, this may not always be the case, leading to distractions occurring instead of learning.

Much like how students have given their preferred benefits of electronic textbooks, they also cite as many drawbacks to the medium. Some of these found in previous research have included

- “process variables such as student effort, differences in processing, and eye strain from computer screens [leading] to a level of discomfort” (Woody, Daniel, & Baker, 2010);
- “the lack of standardization among e-textbooks” (McNeish, Foster, Francescucci, & West, 2012);
- “the fluid and dynamic nature of digital content compared to the more consistent and predictable nature of information on paper” (McNeish et al., 2012);
- difficulty “learning, retaining, and concentrating while in front of a computer” (Falc, 2013);
- “[making] it harder for readers to ‘retrace their path or locate ideas which at first seemed irrelevant but now need more attention’” (Falc, 2013);
- “[difficulty finding] specific chapters in the text or [locating] particular words” (Kang, Wang, & Lin, 2009); and
• “insufficient computer skills, lack of experience…and technophobia [creating] barriers to e-book use” (Browne & Coe, 2012).

These difficulties, among others still presented in the research, demonstrate that e-books still have a long way to go before becoming an end-all textbook solution. Teachers considering the adoption of e-textbooks need to consider these myriad drawbacks. After weighing the benefits and the drawbacks, they must determine if they still wish to move forward with the implementation of e-textbooks.

**Students’ preference of paper-based textbooks.** Despite the consist growth, offerings, and cited strengths of electronic textbooks, there are still many students who prefer paper-based textbooks. “Although advocates of digitized information believe that millennial students will embrace the paperless classroom, this is not proving to be the case” (McNeish et al., 2012). This preference adds further difficulty to the decisions that teachers must make regarding the implementation of electronic textbooks.

According to a recent study involving more than 400 university students in four countries, “92 percent preferred paper books instead of e-books” (Derla, 2016). The author of the study stated that “young people are resistant to e-books because they say they are distracted and they had to deal with headaches and physical discomfort such as eyestrain” when reading e-books, and that “there really is a physical, tactile, kinesthetic component to reading” that e-books do not account for.

In fact, some students will choose to spend more money just to have access to this print textbook. A 2010 study (Woody, Daniel, & Baker) demonstrated that “90 percent of students who were given the option of purchasing an e-book or a more expensive
textbook did not purchase the e-book, despite easy access and an in-class demonstration of the e-book.”

McNeish, Foster, Francescucci, and West (2012) have extensively researched students’ preference towards paper-based textbooks. They cited a variety of reasons for this preference:

- “Students use the tangibility of the paper textbook as an information-seeking aid, as it is easier to identify their page location within the paper textbook compared to the e-textbook.”

- “The paper textbook helps…to avoid the distractions of being on the computer of the Internet, the temptations associated with checking email, Facebook, or surfing the Web for unrelated content.”

- “With a paper textbook, students feel they have more choices for when and where they can access (e.g., when they are without access to a computer, software, or the internet), and the length of time they are able to access the content, compared to an e-textbook that expires when a course ends.”

- “Students believe that they learn more when studying from paper textbooks. Moreover, paper textbooks allow students to manage content in whatever way they wish to study the material.”

Other researchers (Browne & Coe, 2012; Falc, 2013) have encountered similar results in their research, finding that students see e-books as “clumsy” and “difficult to navigate” (Browne & Coe, 2012), as well as prefer “the security of having a print copy of the textbook” (Falc, 2013).
Overall, while students do appreciate different beneficial aspects of electronic textbooks, many students will continue to use paper-based textbooks. When considering implementation of electronic textbooks, teachers must also consider the fact that some students will not learn as well from e-books as they might from the traditional paper-based textbooks.

**Technology Use in the Classroom**

According to the research by Collins and Halverson (2009), “technology fosters…a more hands-on, activity-based instruction. Computers are highly interactive and provide the learner with a wide assortment of computer tools to accomplish meaningful tasks.” Because of this, it makes sense that more classrooms have integrated technology and electronic textbooks into the curriculum. However, this integration should be done in such a way that truly benefits both students and teachers throughout the learning process.

As the increasing technology trends continue, so does the use of electronic devices in the classroom. For instance, according to Butean, Morar, Moldoveanu, and Alenandru (2015), in the area of tablet use, “the number of children who are using these devices are going up every year by at least 20%.” As students continue to use these types of mobile devices in the classroom, the opportunities to include technology in the curriculum will grow as well. This rise will likely contribute to “the development of new methods of learning and teaching” (Španović, 2010), as well.

**Accessing digital documents.** The method in which a student accesses digital documents in the classroom with have a direct correlation with their experience. For
instance, if a student accesses their textbook or other document through an e-reader or smartphone, this experience will differ from when a student accesses the same document on a laptop computer. “Users of e-readers or smartphones have a restricted view, and evidence is appearing that suggests that currently available devices are struggling for acceptance by readers whose tasks are not simple and linear” (Waller, 2012). Many times, document designers cannot plan for these different devices used for access, distorting the view and thereby altering the experience.

Students tend to experience difficulties when accessing their resources, which results in frustration on the part of the student. One of the listed drawbacks to electronic textbooks in the classroom was inability to access textbooks due to a lack of internet connections. Should these disruptions become frequent, students may get frustrated and develop a negative view of this resource accessibility.

Technology can and does fail, such as in the case of attempting to access digital classroom documents. This can affect the learning experience should a school implement a technology-based curriculum. Bauer and Kenton (2005) recommend developing a backup plan in the result of a failure to access documents, for both students and teachers.

**Methods of instruction outside the textbook.** The textbook is only one method of instruction typically used in the classroom. However, with the rise in availability of Internet access, teachers should consider the use of non-textbook resources to supplement the textbook, or even replace the textbook entirely. Doing so, as Bryce (2011) suggests, can help students to “connect the text to other texts and issues in the real world.” In addition, de Oliveira et al. suggest that “if you have [external resources] well-structured, you can find it all on the web,” therefore reducing cost to the school.
Wikipedia, while often getting a negative connotation for use in the classroom, has become a strong resource to supplement textbook learning. Saparova and Nolan (2016) has this to say on the positive aspects of using Wikipedia in the classroom:

Students found Wikipedia to be extremely helpful for obtaining background understanding of a topic and determining the direction of further research. Among Wikipedia’s features that, according to students, promoted information acquisition and processing were (1) readable font, visible headings, clearly demarcated sections, and an abundance of easy-to-use hyperlinks that allowed students to look up the meaning of unknown words… (2) topic summaries at the beginning of each article; and (3) images embedded in the content pages.

The authors continue their approval by stating that, “Any allegedly questionable quality of information in Wikipedia could be counterbalanced by efficient access to a broad range of information.” Students can access Wikipedia to gather more information on topics covered in the classroom, supplementing what they learning with knowledge they choose to gain outside the classroom.

Frieson (2013) is another such scholar who supports the use of Wikipedia for education, due to the “inventive” nature of the site, “allowing learners—in addition to teachers and other experts—to quite literally build ‘textbooks’ of their own.” Teachers can create their own Wikipedia pages, called Wikispaces, that they can use for individual classes to supplement classroom materials.

Another non-textbook option available for integration into the classroom experience is Google Apps for Education. Logofătu & Vișan (2015) discuss the benefits
of adopting *Google Apps for Education* in classroom, describing the venture as “a free cloud-based messaging and collaboration platform that includes mail, calendaring, IM, as well as Web-based collaborative documents, spreadsheets, presentations, and site,” including applications such as “Gmail, Google Groups, Google Drive, Google Plus, [and] Google Classroom.”

One major advantage to the adoption of *Google Apps for Education* in the classroom is the level of accessibility of documents, due to the cloud-based technology structure. “[Students and teachers] can work from anywhere, on any kind of device (computer, laptop, tablet, smartphone) that is connected to the internet and you can share and collaborate” (Logofatu & Vișan, 2015). When students save documents and assignments on the digital cloud, students worry less about bringing necessary supplies to the classroom on a daily basis. This results in a stronger focus on instruction during class.

Some scholars (Lee & Yau, 2015) have even proposed to combine *Google Apps for Education* with e-textbooks. They created a “scenario in which people can use Google Apps and Office365 through e-textbooks to provide a ubiquitous platform for collaborative learning among students.” While still in the future, ideas such as these demonstrate that Google Apps, cloud technology, and electronic textbooks can collaboratively promote a technology-integrated classroom that promotes the positive use of technology in education.

**Challenges to using technology in the classroom.** One of the biggest issues to a technology-immersed classroom is providing students with the necessary, up-to-date hardware needed to access their documents. Rapid changes to technology can cause further issues to this requirement, as Amirault and Visser (2015) found in their research.
Every time a classroom adopts a new technology, students and teachers both must learn the new devices or platforms before they become an effective educational resource, resulting in what the authors call an “update cycle.” In addition, “Rapid changes to technology in such a setting can force extensive changes in pedagogy, instructional delivery, and desired learner outcomes.” Any major changes to technology, pedagogy, delivery methods, and outcomes will have a direct effect on the overall learning environment.

Attempts to integrate technology into a classroom may cause unneeded stress on the teachers in said classrooms. Bain and Weston (2012) explain some of these negative effects on teachers following integration:

Those efforts [to innovate, reform, and change classrooms] push teacher to or beyond the limits of their individual schemas. The resulting cognitive overload diminishes their capacity to invoke complex responses (e.g., the differentiation of learning experience) to classroom problems and increases the likelihood that they will rely on older and simpler knowledge (e.g., extra help and test retakes) to guide their teaching. The overload contributes to high levels of stress and burnout among teachers.

In addition to these stressors, many teachers may revert to older ways if technology in the classroom should fail, or not go as expected. This, in turn, can greatly alter the educational experience, and may result in a complete change in how students access their documents inside and outside the classroom (Lagrange & Erdogan, 2008).
Cognitive Psychology and How Students Learn

In order to determine the best educational resources for students, teachers should understand how students learn best, and the cognitive psychology behind why they learn in these ways. According to Oxford dictionary, and as cited by Logofătu and Vișan (2015), to learn means “to gain or acquire knowledge of or skill in (something) by study, experience, or being taught.” Another definition from Cook and Klipfel (2015) defines learning as “a change in the learner’s knowledge.”

Learning is more than a student simply understanding a concept. For a student to have truly “learned” a topic, they need to be able to pull that concept back from their memory, and apply it “to new contexts and situations” (Cook & Klipfel, 2015). By understanding what it means for a student to truly learn new material, teachers can create effective assignments and assessments that focus on student recall.

Understanding new material. The basis of education is teaching new material to students throughout their time in school. As they are always learning new materials, teachers should understand how their pedagogical choices and document decisions affect the learning of said new material.

Erceg and Aviani (2014) have found that the information teachers provide to their students, and what is absorbed and fully learned by the students, are often very different from. Teachers should understand that it is very easy to “significantly overestimate students’ understanding,” and should adjusting their instructional plan and educational documents accordingly.

Levels of mental effort can have a direct effect on how students learn and if they can learn material as intended. S aparova and Nolan (2016) define mental effort as “the
cognitive capacity allocated by the learner when working on a task.” If a student requires too much mental effort to learn a concept, they will overload their cognitive capacity. Many things can contribute to a student reaching the limits of their cognitive capacity, including “figuring out the lesson to be learned, figuring out what it means, and overcoming barriers from organization and presentation.”

Cook and Klipfel (2015) found that “When people are confronted with too much information to process, they turn to a variety of coping behaviors to limit information input (e.g., tuning out, satisficing).” Once students reach that point of information overload and turn to coping behaviors to lessen mental effort, it can result in the student not fully learning the concept at hand.

Document length is just one factor that can have a direct effect on mental effort and the resulting learning process. Farkas and Raleigh (2013) found that “many people, especially digital natives, prefer to read large numbers of short documents such as text messages and social media posts rather than longer documents.” In a technology-driven classroom environment, by understanding that the students will likely learn new material better by using shorter documents, teachers can apply this knowledge to their instruction and reduce the mental effort exerted by their students.

**Learning styles and factors.** Going by a definition provided by Bhagat, Vysal, and Singh (2015), learning styles are “the composite cognitive, affective, and physiological characteristics that are relatively stable indicators of how a learner perceives, interacts with and responds to the learning environment.” Numerous factors, including a student’s age and awareness of learning styles, can affect how they learn, interpret, and understand new material in the classroom.
Studies have shown that a student’s age affects their own unique style of learning. “Older students show greater ability to differentiate various learning strategies, conceptions, and orientations than younger students” (Topal, Sarikaya, Basturk, & Buke, 2015). Because of this, any selections made for the classroom should take the students’ age into consideration, making sure that the material is appropriate for a student of that age to understand. As students grow older and work their way through their education, their learning styles may shift accordingly.

Students aware of their own learning styles gain many benefits for the classroom. Bhagat et al. (2015) state that a student’s awareness of their own styles “create a better learning environment by enabling [them] to use appropriate strategies” in a given situation. “Students with more developed competencies in diagnosing their personal learning needs and knowledge acquisition can draw upon these same capacities in informing the group’s learning needs and correcting misconceptions” (Lee, Tsai, Chai, & Koh, 2014). Once students understand how they learn best, they can apply this information to adapt to varying methods of instruction, and acquire the knowledge they need from the lesson.

Further, the teacher’s awareness of a student’s learning style can also provide some benefit to the educational experience (Bhagat et al., 2015). “Teachers have the opportunity to discover students’ problem solving strategies and to adapt to the students’ way of thinking during the active learning process” (Erceg & Aviani, 2014). Once both students and teachers know how to apply individual learning techniques, they can work together to provide the best experience and materials for that student to learn the material effectively.
However, teaching to individual learning styles may not benefit learning as teachers might anticipate. Some studies have found that many students are quite alike in how they learn. “Cognitive psychology has found that almost all human brains share important similarities in terms of how they absorb and process information,” and that students “are more alike than different in how they learn” (Cook & Klipfel, 2015). Bhagat et al. (2015) have reiterated this idea, stating that “Individualization of instructional method does not contribute significantly to learning outcomes” when addressing the unique learning styles of students. Teachers will have to determine if individualizing a lesson based on learning style will sufficiently support both the student and the educational goals of the lesson.

“Learning styles and preferences are present in all learners, not just in those with special needs; the multiplicity of methods and the variety of methods offered through [Universal Design for Learning] can provide universal academic access to all” (Courey, Tappe, Siker, & LePage, 2012). The basis and benefits to Universal Design for Learning is discussed in more detail on page 39.

**Including elements of play.** Educational games and the inclusion of elements of play are one way teachers can help students learn in a unique way. “Learning through play is a concept encountered in education and psychology that describes playing as a method for developing social and cognitive skills, emotions, and self-confidence required for every learning task or activity” (Butean et al., 2015).

As evidenced by Cheng, Su, Huang, and Chen (2014), involving play into the curriculum can encourage children to actively participate in the learning process, which can serve as “an engine for learning.” When using educational games, students can
“monitor and evaluate their own learning and take the necessary steps to meet their learning styles.” In addition, educational games help students to apply concepts to real-life situations and problems. “Games often offer a virtual environment with lifelike situations wherein students can practice over and over again without cost or penalty.” In addition, Cook and Klipfel (2015) note that “the introduction of a puzzle or a problem to be solved immediately grabs people’s attention, as they perceive that there will be something interesting and worthwhile involved in the process.”

Diezmann and Lowrie (2012) discuss how the prevalence of technology and play in the classroom can positively contribute to learning, particularly in regard to spatial thinking. The authors suggest that “three-dimensional games that include virtual avatars can provide students with opportunities to learn about spatial orientation in a game environment.” As technology becomes more frequently integrated into classrooms, teachers can develop unique ways of including play and games to supplement and encourage the learning and recall of new material.

However, Cheng et al. (2014) do note that “the playfulness aspect of educational games can be a double-edged sword…If the level of play is too high, students will learn less from the experience.” Students also might “require a longer time to complete tasks and spend too much time and effort on nonproductive activities because of over-involve inments in the game play,” a similar problem to what many students experience when using electronic textbooks in the classroom. Should teachers choose to involve play and educational games into their curriculum, they must find a balanced level of play that works best for the students’ productivity and retention.
**Previous experience and the effect on learning.** Previous experiences, which are out of the control of teachers and designers, can also have an effect on document interpretation by students. Kostelnick and Hassett (2003) are two such scholars who support this concept, bringing the ideas of ecological theory and the effect on information design and interpretation.

According to ecological theory, every experience and individual has will have an effect on their current experiences. As a result, “Every person…perceives his or her environment differently.” Previous experiences will affect how a student might interact with a given document, or even a specific image, sentence, or word. The authors also state the effect of physical and mental state on an individual’s document perception and interpretation: “Because meanings must belong to specific individuals, conventional meanings are open to interpretations that are individual and particular to designers and readers.”

Weinstein, Legate, and Przybylski (2013) also support these theories when it comes to psychological experiences. As they write, “Positive psychological experiences may relate to, but do not equate, evaluations of beauty in the physical world.” A student who has had pleasant experiences with mathematics, for example, might have more positive psychological experiences and see a document as more aesthetically pleasing than a student who has continually had negative mathematics experiences.

**Other factors affecting student learning.** Oftentimes, students will encounter other external factors that might affect how they learn and how they interact with educational documents. Two of these major external factors include mood state and emotion when learning and interacting, and motivation and achievement goals.
Mood states can affect how a student interacts with an assigned document. Jokinen (2014) found that students commonly enter into an educational interaction “with an underlying emotional state, or a mood” that can affect the experience. These mood states and emotions can ultimately affect how students interact with a given document in the classroom. “Mood and psychological states can influence perceptions, memory, and judgements of attributes like physical attractiveness” (Weinstein, Legate, & Przybylski, 2013). A student in a positive mood may interpret a document very differently from a student in a negative mood interacting with the same document.

Similarly, students with positive moods will be much easier to persuade than those with negative moods (Mejía, 2013). Because of this, “visual communication designers should consider the significance of human differences such as visual intelligence and mood for adequate interaction.” However, designers of documents, including publishers and teachers, should be aware of the difficulty in controlling the mood state that a user experiences when they interact with the document.

Achievement goals, another external factor affecting student learning, often involve one of two types: “Learning/mastery goals, which are focused on the development of competence through mastery, and ego/performance goals, which are focused on the demonstration of competence relative to others” (Fryer, Ginns, & Walker, 2014). A student’s motivation and goal type can affect how they encounter a given document at a specific time.

A variety of factors, whether positive or negative, can affect a student’s motivation and educational goals, such as “prior experiences, achievement history…parents’ goals or beliefs…and classroom structures” (Fryer, Ginns, & Walker,
2014). Any number of situations in a student’s life can alter their classroom experience, which is something that teachers cannot adequately prepare for when considering how students might learn in the classroom.

Conversely, negative experiences can affect goals and motivations within document interaction. When students encounter “obstructions in the interaction,” negative mood states such as frustration, anxiety, and confusion are more likely to occur, affecting the experience (Jokinen, 2014). This change in state can then change a student’s goals and motivation for that particular interaction.

While educators cannot control a student’s interaction with the learning experience on a given day, they can attempt to plan for a variety of factors. By considering how different factors might affect an interaction, a teacher can develop a different plan for the student that still achieves the same learning outcomes.

**Lesson Planning and Pedagogical Design**

A strong pedagogical design for classroom instruction frames how students will interact with documents. However, there is much to consider when developing a plan for instruction. For pedagogy to be truly effective, Cook and Klipfel (2015) state that teachers should understand how their students learn best, and create an instructional plan that fits accordingly. Once a teacher determines the best methods of instruction for their students based on what they expect the students to learn, they can then plan for “instructional materials, methods, and assessments” (Courey, Tappe, Siker, & LePage, 2012) and can develop an effective lesson plan.
**Lesson planning.** Developing an effective lesson plan for students begins with understanding student needs and applying that to pedagogical goals for a given course. This understanding of needs and expectation includes evaluating what students may already know, and being aware of the difficulties they face in the content area. (Diezmann & Lowrie, 2012).

Lesson planning should include informing students of why certain information is being taught. Cook and Klipfel (2015) argue that although the student may find the material interesting, understanding why information is presented in a certain way will have an impact on their learning. Fryer, Ginns, and Walker (2014) support this initiative, stating that, “The ‘why’ of content of instruction should not be lost in the instruction of the ‘what.’” When students understand the “why” of a specific lesson, they can apply this to their own learning needs and adjust appropriately.

Multiple authors (Burke, 2015; Cook & Klipfel, 2015) discuss the benefits to creating a lesson plan that only focuses on two or three objectives per class period. Doing so will help students to retain an appropriate amount of information (Cook & Klipfel, 2015) and ensure that objectives are cohesive and have a “logical connection to each other” (Burke, 2015). By limiting the amount of information that students receive in a single lesson, students are less likely to experience a mental overload, and can better focus on the information taught in that lesson.

Teachers should consider the use of student collaboration to help promote understanding and knowledge development, particularly in the case of high school students. Young and Luttenegger (2014) discuss the benefits of include collaborative assignments in the lesson plan. “Teachers will have an easier time in their classrooms if
they can harness the energy that peer groups bring to a class. Students often learn better from each other than from the teacher.” These benefits of collaboration can be further enhanced through the previously discussed implementation of Google Apps for Education in the classroom environment, encouraging students to collaborate through a digital platform.

**Planning for STEM courses.** As evidenced by the work of Ceylan and Ozdilek (2014), “Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) literacy is an important element in science related programs of the 21st century.” Since the development of the STEM learning movement, it has quickly become one of the biggest movements in PK-12 education. Because of this emphasis on STEM learning (or STEAM learning, for those schools choosing to include the Arts in this area), teachers in these course areas have additional considerations for their lesson planning.

A focus on STEM education can benefit students on many levels. Ceylan and Ozdilek (2014) have further proven that “STEM education has been effective on learning and accomplishment of learning objectives.” The effective teaching of STEM courses can have a direct impact on how students learn and apply knowledge to other course areas, and how they learn with the educational materials they are provided with in these classes.

**Universal Design for Learning (UDL).** According to McGhie-Richmond and Sung, (2013) Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is “a blueprint for creating flexible goals, methods, materials, and assessments that work for everyone” in the classroom, regardless of learning style or needs. The major benefit to the implementation of UDL into lesson planning is that it helps teachers plan to meet the needs of a variety of student learners. This can be done without having to go back and change lesson plans to meet
individual needs later in the year if it is determined that the current plans do not work as expected (Courey, Tappe, Siker, & LePage, 2012).

The pedagogical basis behind UDL is that it facilitates “[bringing] students together as a community of common learners” (McGhie-Richmond & Sung, 2013). UDL allows students to be challenged at their own personal level, but in a way that ensures they still learn the same material as every other student in the classroom.

UDL can support a number of instructional methods in the classroom, including “curricular materials, technologies, and instructional strategies that provide numerous means of representation, expression, and engagement” (Courey et al., 2012). The authors add that offering students multiple methods of participation and assessment can benefit both students and teachers. By encouraging these varying “means of representations, expression, and engagement,” students can follow the learning path that best suits their own personal needs, while still resulting in the same educational outcome needed to complete the lesson.

UDL is a lesson planning option best suited for teachers who anticipate having a classroom with a variety of student learning needs. By understanding student differences in the classroom and anticipating their needs, the early application of a UDL framework can ease the instructional process for both students and teachers.

Problem-Based Learning (PBL). Following their research, Topal et al. (2015) outlined what they believe are the basic, essential characteristics of a Problem-Based Learning (PBL) instruction method:

Learning needs to be student-centered and has to occur in small student groups under the guidance of a tutor as a facilitator....Acquisition of
essential knowledge, use of knowledge in clinical contexts and self-directed learning are the objectives of PBL. Students learn efficient problem-solving, independent learning, and learn to monitor themselves as well as by teamwork.

PBL assists students in developing a variety of skills needed for effective learning, including the acquisition of specific skills needed to solve a problem, communication skills, and teamwork (Topal et al., 2015). Similarly, Saparova and Nolan (2016) state that PBL encourages self-direction and self-regulation among students in the learning environment.

One of the criticisms of PBL brought up by Topal et al. is that “students in PBL gained slightly less knowledge” as opposed to standard instruction. However, of this knowledge acquired, students generally could recall more of this limited knowledge. PBL is an option that would be well-suited for teachers looking to lessen the breadth of instruction, but focus on the depth of knowledge acquired.

This Review of the Literature examined the current trends in information design research and the applications to educational documents. The Methodology chapter that follows describes the classroom recruitment and document selection process, as well as introduces the Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) forms as the qualitative instrument for data collection.
CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

This chapter provides a description of the research methods utilized to study the patterns of document design and accessibility at Brandon Hall School. The completion of a thorough literature review encompassing all areas that might affect document comprehension provided the framework for this qualitative research methodology.

This methodology includes a description of the teacher recruitment and document selection process. This is followed by the introduction of Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) forms as the qualitative instrument for this study, as well as details on the document analysis process.

Throughout the study, I myself acted as the key instrument for qualitative data collection. For the sake of this study, “qualitative data” refers to the qualitative information derived from document analysis instruments. I collected and analyzed all data at the industrial ethnography site, Brandon Hall School, to ensure the study stays true to the specific school’s culture. Throughout the entire study, I had no interaction with students, and their personal document preferences had no bearing on the study.

Classroom Recruitment

To recruit teachers and documents for the study, the Dean of Faculty and Brandon Hall School emailed all faculty members with details on the study. These details included a copy of the study proposal and teacher participation instructions. Those teachers willing to participate in the study replied to the email stating their interest in volunteering classroom documents. They received instructions to share as many different documents as they wanted, and to leave comments on how students would typically receive and
resubmit each document, when applicable. Teachers then volunteered their unused classroom documents for use in the analysis. Teachers shared digital documents via Google Drive or email, and shared documents with no digital counterpart as a physical paper document.

The Dean of Faculty acted as liaison to ensure teacher anonymity. Teachers shared their classroom documents and corresponding comments with the Dean of Faculty, who then shared the documents and comments with me. The Dean also sent information regarding the course subject and the typical grade level of students enrolled in the course. To protect the study from possible bias against teachers, the Dean removed any reference to a teacher’s name prior to my acquisition of documents. Four teachers volunteered their time and shared classroom documents with the Dean of Faculty.

**Collection of classroom documents.** For this study, I define a classroom document as any unused document that a teacher has used in the classroom. With the exception of lesson plans, all classroom documents are documents used by students in some way in the classroom, either as an assignment or a reference. While students do not directly use the lesson plans, I included these documents in the study because a teacher’s interpretation of a lesson plan can have a direct effect on the classroom environment and student learning ability.

Documents provided by the four teachers included lesson plans, textbook pages, quizzes, chapter tests, final exams, text reviews, chapter notes, daily assignments, slideshows, and more. These documents include a mix of both teacher-created and publisher-provided documents. Teachers submitted only blank documents for the study, resulting in no ties to student names or student work used in the classroom.
Teachers sent a variety of documents for a single course that they teach, regardless of how many times they teach that course in a day. They volunteered multiple types of documents from their classroom, spanning their entire curriculum and school year. There was no limit to the number of documents teachers could share for the study; however, the Dean of Faculty informed teachers that not all shared documents would be included in the final analysis and assessment.

**Document Selection**

The document selection process involved determining the value of analysis for each document. I determined value of analysis by answering a number of questions about the document under four themes. These questions and rationales to determine document analysis value are explained in further detail in the “final document selection rationale” subsection below.

No more than six document types were selected for each classroom analysis. For the sake of this study, a document type refers to the overarching purpose of document use in a given classroom. For example, a quiz and a test both assess information retention in the classroom, but serve a different purpose and have a different effect on student success in the course (i.e., a test will hold more value in a student’s final grade than a quiz, which typically focuses on a smaller amount of information). Therefore, quizzes and tests are unique documents types, and one of each might be included in a classroom analysis. However, multiple variations of a quiz were not considered, as both versions of a quiz will serve the same purpose and value in the classroom.
In some cases, teachers volunteered more than six documents. For these classrooms, I narrowed down the documents to six with consideration to the documents I felt were most in need of analysis. If a teacher sent multiple versions of one document (i.e., different slideshows for multiple units in the course), I selected the document that best represented all available versions of that document. The document selection process allowed me to include the largest variety of documents possible in the final analysis. The final documents selected for analysis as distributed by classroom are listed in Table 1 on page 48.

**Final document selection rationale.** I used four themes of questions to narrow documents from a classroom for use in the analysis. I aimed to select documents with the largest variety of responses to a number of questions concerning variety of document type, method of document access, document design, and intent for the students. This selection process helped me to assess the most comprehensive collection of documents for effectiveness in the classroom.

**Variety of document type.** Selecting documents that include a variety of types and uses can help show patterns and needs across multiple areas. I selected documents so that the analysis could include the largest variety of document types.

- *Are a variety of document types included across each classroom analysis, or are the selected documents designed and used similarly?* Analyzing a variety of documents across a single classroom shows patterns across a teacher’s document use choices. Analyzing a group of similarly-used documents (i.e., analyzing only a quiz, chapter test, final exam, and other assessments)
provides less qualitative benefit to the study. A teacher creating documents for their own classroom might tailor the design to meet specific classroom needs.

- **Does the classroom include both user-created documents and publisher-provided documents whenever possible?** Including publisher-provided documents in the study allows me to analyze if a teacher’s decision to use a particular publisher works well for the classroom. Using documents from multiple publishers within one classroom might create a lack of consistency across the entire classroom of documents.

  **Method of document access.** How students access documents will impact their own interpretation of each document. Some documents may work better as a digital distribution instead of a paper distribution, and vice versa.

  - **Would a student typically access the document on their personal device, or do they receive it as a paper document?** Students interact with paper documents and digital documents very differently, and may prefer one type over the other. Including both types of documents in the analysis allows me to look for patterns between document types.

  - **If a student normally accesses the document on a device, what distribution methods does the teacher typically use?** A teacher might use different methods of accessibility (i.e., documents distributed via Google Drive, student email, and/or a class website) across a classroom of documents. A teacher that relies on one distribution method might yield different results from a design than a teacher who distributes documents across multiple platforms.
**Document design.** A primary goal of this study is to provide recommendations for document design in the classroom. As a result, documents with evident need of a redesign of elements received stronger consideration for final analysis.

- *Could the document benefit from a clear redesign of elements?* If a student encounters a document and immediately has trouble reading and understanding it, the document likely requires analysis for use of design conventions. The need for a redesign of elements may show in some documents more than others.

- *Does the document already follow some information design conventions?* Many publisher-provided documents might follow recommended information design conventions, but some might not. For user-created documents, many teachers are unaware of such design conventions, resulting in poorly designed documents that end up affecting student achievement. These conventions align with those found in the Review of Literature research on page 8.

**Intent for the students.** Document needs will change based on how students will use the document in the classroom. Teachers need to remain aware of this intent when selecting or creating documents for their classroom.

- *Do students use the document as a reference, or do they return the document to the teacher?* A document intended for a student to fill out and return will differ from one simply used as a reference. Documents should follow certain design conventions, and a lack of these conventions can confuse students. Examining both types of documents allows for an analysis of conventional element use in those documents that require a resubmission to the teacher.
While the Dean of Faculty and I made every effort to collect documents from a variety of course genres and grade levels, ultimately the final selections were limited to those teachers who volunteered to participate. As a result, I could not analyze every genre and grade level offered at the school as part of the study.

Table 1 below provides a summary of all documents used in the study, including a distribution of courses and grade levels.

Table 1
*Overview of Classrooms and Documents*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Grade Levels</th>
<th>Documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>AP Physics</td>
<td>11 and 12</td>
<td>Study Guide&lt;br&gt;Chapter Test&lt;br&gt;Short Answers&lt;br&gt;Calculations&lt;br&gt;Quiz&lt;br&gt;Chapter Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>American Literature</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Textbook&lt;br&gt;Lesson Plan&lt;br&gt;Unit Notes&lt;br&gt;Quiz&lt;br&gt;Short Story&lt;br&gt;Final Exam Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Integrated Science</td>
<td>6 and 7</td>
<td>Chapter Test&lt;br&gt;Slideshow&lt;br&gt;Problem Set&lt;br&gt;Worksheet&lt;br&gt;Scavenger Hunt&lt;br&gt;Lesson Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Spanish 1</td>
<td>8, 9, and 10</td>
<td>Lesson Plan&lt;br&gt;Video Worksheet&lt;br&gt;Conversation Cards&lt;br&gt;Vocab Slideshow&lt;br&gt;Transparencies&lt;br&gt;Chapter Test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Document Analysis and Data Collection

Document analysis began with the creation of a qualitative instrument, called Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) forms (see Figure 1 below). I created three EDDIE forms specifically for this study, with unique forms for Lesson Plans, Adopted Textbooks, and Supplemental Documents. EDDIEs for Supplemental Documents provided analysis questions for all documents outside of textbook pages and lesson plans. I created qualitative questions under six themes based on research and information found in the six Review of the Literature sections: Information Design, Textbook Decisions, Implementation of Electronic Textbooks, Technology Use in the Classroom, Cognitive Psychology, and Lesson Planning and Pedagogical Design. Each of the three EDDIE forms included only those questions relevant to the type of document being analyzed (i.e., the EDDIE for Supplemental Documents does not include questions related to lesson plans). Appendix C on page 139 includes full versions of all three EDDIE forms.

Figure 1. Sample (EDDIE) form for Supplemental Documents.
The use of a new EDDIE for each document volunteered by a teacher allowed me to analyze patterns and trends of document design and accessibility among teachers, courses, grade levels, and the entire Brandon Hall School culture. Depending on the types of documents volunteered by teachers, not every classroom used all three EDDIE forms.

Data collection occurred in the form of questions and responses for each document. I then compared documents and teacher notes to the information and research found in the Review of the Literature. Elements that do not follow current trends and recommendations in information design and education were recorded on the EDDIE forms, with additional notes as to what design choices the documents presently follow. Across the four classrooms in the study, I completed a total of 24 EDDIE forms.

**Analysis of reading level.** The EDDIE form for Adopted Textbooks allows for the analyzation of appropriate writing style. This analysis of reading level involves copying the text into Microsoft Word, and using the program to evaluate the Flesch-Kincaid reading level. While other reading level scales exist, I followed the well-known Flesch-Kincaid scale due to its inclusion in Microsoft Word. The inclusion of this scale in Microsoft Words results in teacher having easy access to the tool. This allows teachers to evaluate the calculated reading levels of their own classroom documents.

The document analysis process through the use of the EDDIE forms relies on a subjective assessment. My professional and educational background in document design, in addition to experience designing documents used in a school environment, provide me with the knowledge I need to accurately analyze documents for effective design, particularly for student readers.
The following Analysis chapter outlines the specific data collected in the document collection process. An examination of resulting patterns follows in the Discussion chapter on page 97, with recommendations for future document design and accessibility in the Recommendations chapter on page 115.
CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS OF DOCUMENTS

This analysis of documents section is limited to a listing of qualitative responses provided on each classroom’s EDDIE (Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation) forms, including the EDDIEs for Lesson Plans, Adopted Textbooks, and Supplemental Documents. The Discussion chapter on page 97 examines the patterns found in the document analysis as compared to information in the literature review. Following this discussion, the Recommendations and Conclusions chapter on page 115 lists overall recommendations to teachers at Brandon Hall School based on the found patterns of document design and distribution.

For this analysis, key terms are defined as follows:

- “Hierarchy” refers to the use of size increments and style changes in text to show element importance.
- “Style” refers to typographic choices (such as changes in size, face, color, and shape) that show emphasis, importance, and relationships between elements.
- “Spacing” refers to the use of white space in a document to show relationships between elements.
- “User-created” means the teacher created the document on a word processing program such as Microsoft Word or Google Docs.
- “Graphics” refer to visuals meant for “storing, understanding, and communicating information” and can include such items as “graphs, maps, number lines, and flowcharts,” among others (Lowrie, Diezmann, & Logan, 2011). Similarly, a “visual” is the incorporation of an image or picture within a document’s design to accompany presented information.
Classroom A

Classroom A is an 11th and 12th grade Advanced Placement (AP) Physics class. The teacher provided a study guide, chapter test, short answers, calculations, quiz, and chapter notes for use in the analysis. Analysis of this classroom required only EDDIE forms for Supplemental Documents. Table 2 below lists the individual documents, EDDIE form used, creation method (either user-created or publisher-provided), and document type (paper, digital, or both).

Table 2
Overview of Documents in Classroom A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>EDDIE Form Used</th>
<th>Creation Method</th>
<th>Document Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study Guide</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter Test</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Answers</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculations</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter Notes</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Document 1: Study Guide.** Figure 2 below shows a sample page of the Study Guide used in Classroom A. Analysis of this document required the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.
**Figure 2.** Sample page of the Study Guide used in Classroom A.

**Information design.** The Study Guide was user-created in Google Docs using a sans serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. In terms of hierarchy, the document follows an outline format (incorporating indented bullet points under broader topics); however, differences in text size to show importance do not exist. Stylistic elements do not change throughout the body of the document. The document title uses an underline and change in alignment as the only style differences. There is no spacing between elements of the outline, and the teacher did not include any graphics in this document.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students access the document electronically. They receive the document through a shared Google Drive document, and do not resubmit the document to the teacher. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education,*
including Google Docs for the document creation and Google Drive for document sharing. Students will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. The two-page document uses many bullets listed as sentence fragments. In regards to external factors that may affect a student’s use of the document, the stress of studying for an AP-level examination might affect a student’s understanding and interpretation. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 2: Chapter Test.** Figure 3 below shows a sample page of the Chapter Test used in Classroom A. Analysis of this document required the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

![Figure 3. Sample page of the Chapter Test used in Classroom A.](image)

**Information design.** The Chapter Test was user-created in Google Docs using a sans serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch
margins. The document does not use hierarchy to show element importance. Instead, the
document uses typeface emphasis only to show values and keywords in each question.
The document uses spacing effectively to show students the different questions they must
respond to. However, students write their responses on a separate piece of paper, and do
not use this space for their responses. The document includes one graphic in the final
calculation problem, as shown in Figure 4 below. This two-dimensional graphic
immediately follows the question referencing it, helping to ensure that the graphic is
integrated in a way that would make sense to the readers.

![Image of a diagram showing three charges with distances and charges values.]

**Figure 4.** Graphic used in the Chapter Test document.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students receive a paper version of the test to
help them prepare for AP examination conditions, and submit their responses on a
separate piece of paper. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including Google
Docs for the document creation and Google Drive for document storage prior to printing.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on
a student’s required level of mental effort. The two-page document includes questions
where the level of intensity may affect required mental effort. Regarding external factors,
the stress of studying for an AP-level examination might affect a student’s understanding and assessment. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 3: Short Answers.** Figure 5 below shows a sample page of the Short Answers document used in Classroom A. Analysis of this document required the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

![Figure 5. Sample page of Short Answers document used in Classroom A.](image)

**Information design.** The Short Answers document was user-created in Google Docs using a serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size documents uses standard 1-inch margins. In terms of hierarchy, the document follows an outline format (incorporating indented bullet points under question instructions); however, differences in text size to show importance do not exist. The document title uses an underline and emphasis, but stylistic elements do not change throughout the remainder of the document.
There is consistent spacing between each question and sub-question, and the teacher did not include any graphics in this document.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students access the document electronically. They most often receive the document through a shared Google Drive document. Students typically respond on the digital document itself through Google Docs, unless the assignment requires a drawing on a separate sheet of paper. The teacher noted that students often submit a mixture of digital and handwritten responses. The teacher uses Google Apps for Education, including Google Docs for the document creation and Google Drive for document sharing. Students will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

**Cognitive psychology.** The document’s length may have an effect on a student’s required level mental effort. The document includes 27 questions, with some containing multiple sub-questions requiring a number of responses. Regarding external factors, the stress of studying for an AP-level examination might affect a student’s understanding and completion. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 4: Calculations.** Figure 6 below shows a sample page of the Calculations document used in Classroom A. Analysis for this document required the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

**Information design.** The Calculations document was user-created in Google Docs using a serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. In terms of hierarchy, the document follows an outline format (incorporating indented bullet points under broader topics); however, differences in text size to show
importance do not exist. The document title uses an underline and emphasis, but stylistic elements do not change throughout the remainder of the document. There is consistent spacing between each question and sub-question.

Figure 6 above shows two of the many circuit drawings included in the document. The two-dimensional graphics immediately follow the questions referencing them, helping to create an effective integration of graphics in a way that would make sense to the reader.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students access the document electronically. They most often receive the document through a shared Google Drive document. Students submit their responses on a separate, handwritten document. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including Google Docs for the document creation and
Google Drive for document sharing. Students will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

*Cognitive psychology.* The document’s length may have an effect on a student’s required level mental effort. The document includes 21 questions. Some of these questions also contain multiple sub-questions, which require the student to complete a number of additional calculations. Regarding external factors, the stress of completing AP-level questions might affect an individual student’s understanding and completion. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 5: Quiz.** Figure 7 below shows a sample page of the Quiz used in Classroom A. Analysis of this document required use of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

*Figure 7.* Sample page of the Quiz used in Classroom A.
**Information design.** The Quiz was user-created in Google Docs using a serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. In terms of hierarchy, the document follows an outline format (incorporating indented bullet points under broader topics); however, differences in text size to show importance do not exist. The document title uses an underline and emphasis, but stylistic elements do not change throughout the remainder of the document. While there is consistent spacing between each question and sub-question, students are not provided with ample room on the printed page to write in their responses.

Figure 6 above shows the single circuit drawing included in the document. This two-dimensional graphic immediately follows the question referencing it, helping to create an effective integration of graphics in a way that would make sense to the reader.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students receive a paper version of the quiz to help them prepare for AP examination conditions, and submit their responses on the same piece of paper. The teacher uses Google Apps for Education, including Google Docs for the document creation and Google Drive for document storage prior to printing.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. The quiz includes very few questions. Regarding external factors, the stress of studying for an AP-level examination might affect an individual student’s understanding and assessment. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 6: Chapter Notes.** Figure 8 below shows a sample page of the Chapter Notes used in Classroom A. Analysis of this document required use of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.
Figure 8. Sample page of the Chapter Notes document used in Classroom A.

**Information design.** The Chapter Notes document was user-created in Google Docs using a serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. In terms of hierarchy, important equations appear much smaller than the other information on the page, opposite to how the use of hierarchy should be employed on this document. Very few stylistic changes occur throughout the body of the document. The title of the document appears underlined and centered, and few keywords have emphasis. There is ample spacing between the different bullet points in the document. The teacher did not include any graphics in this document.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students access the document electronically. The teacher noted that students can download the document as a PDF from the class website. Students do not resubmit the document. The teacher uses *Google Apps for
Education by creating the document in Google Docs. Students will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. The page-long requires no assessment on the part of the student. Regarding external factors, the stress of understanding AP-level material might affect a student’s understanding and retention prior to an assessment. The document includes no elements of play.

**Classroom B**

Classroom B is an 11th grade American Literature class. The teacher provided a textbook sample, lesson plan, unit notes, quiz, short story, and final exam review for use in the analysis. The analysis of this classroom required the use of all three EDDIE forms (Lesson Plans, Adopted Textbooks, and Supplemental Documents). Table 3 below lists the individual documents, EDDIE form used, creation method (either user-created or publisher-provided), and document type (paper, digital, or both).

**Document 1: Textbook.** Figure 9 below shows a sample page of the Textbook used in Classroom B. This document analysis required the use of the EDDIE form for Adopted Textbooks.

**Textbook decisions.** The teacher incorporated a web-accessed textbook into the curriculum, published through Holt McDougal. Based on the Flesch-Kincaid Reading Level scale, the writing style seems appropriate for the grade level of students accessing the textbook. The reading level for the content page above in Figure 9 measured at an 8.5,
Table 3  
*Overview of Documents in Classroom B*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>EDDIE Form Used</th>
<th>Creation Method</th>
<th>Document Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>Adopted Textbooks</td>
<td>Publisher-Provided</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson Plan</td>
<td>Lesson Plans</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Notes</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Story</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam Review</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 9.* Sample page from the electronic textbook used in Classroom B.
whereas the reading level for the text-heavy introduction for the same chapter (shown in Figure 10 below) measure at a 10.2. For a classroom where the majority of students are in grade 10, these reading levels are appropriate for student comprehension.

Figure 10. Chapter Introduction page used in the Classroom B textbook.

Implementation of electronic textbooks. Students access the electronic textbook online through a publisher-provided textbook website portal, located at my.hr.com.

Each student has a unique login to access the textbook portal, as well as other textbooks from the same publisher that other teachers may have assigned. Students also have the option to download individual textbook sections in PDF form should the need arise.

The textbook is primarily static, and lacks much interactive ability. Students can access some multimedia features through the textbook sidebar, including a note-taking program, references to video clips on a separate DVD-ROM, PowerPoint summaries, and video trailers. Some of the textbook pages provide links to media tools at a different
URL; however, these pages are not hyperlinked through the webpage, and instead students must input the URL manually to view the recommended pages.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students will most often access the textbook electronically on their personal laptop. In the case of an Internet outage, the teacher has PDF downloads of the textbook saved to Google Drive to provide to students when needed. This storage on Google Drive is the only way the teacher uses *Google Apps for Education* in regards to the textbook.

**Information design.** The Textbook sample page shown in Figure 9 is a publisher-provided document, published by Holt McDougal. The size of the document varies based on the size of the screen used to access the digital pages. Literary text is in serif text, whereas all supplemental material is in sans serif text.

In terms of hierarchy, important elements and headings appear larger in size than remaining text, and vary in color. The document designers use elements of style throughout the textbook pages, including changes in color, size, emphasis, italics, highlighting, and labeling to show relationships between elements. The use of white space seems particularly effective in this document, clearly differentiating the different sections on the page. The document includes one visual, in the form of a picture somewhat related to the literary content.

**Cognitive psychology.** Regarding external factors, Internet access can affect a student’s use of the textbook. A lack of Internet access would likely prove frustrating to a student attempting to access the textbook pages for assignments. The two sample pages in Figures 9 and 10 above include no elements of play. However, other pages in the textbook not included in this analysis may contain such elements.
Document 2: Lesson Plan. Figure 11 below shows a sample page of the Lesson Plan used in Classroom B. The analysis of this document required use of the EDDIE form for Lesson Plans.

![Lesson Plan Table]

**Figure 11.** Sample Lesson Plan page used in Classroom B.

**Lesson planning and pedagogical design.** The teacher of Classroom B provided a lesson plan for analysis, which consists of separate columns for each course. Each row on the lesson plan lists a single day’s classwork and homework assignments.

The provided plans do not include the “why” of the lesson, and instead only list assignments and tasks. Each class period lists two to three objectives, a number within the acceptable range of objectives for student mental effort. The given lesson plan does not address Universal Design for Learning (UDL). However, an iMovie project described during the given lesson plan week may address Problem-Based Learning (PBL).

**Information design.** The Lesson Plan document was user-created in Google Docs using a serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. The lesson plan uses spacing effectively to help differentiate elements. The plan
shows clear divisions between subjects, days, and classwork versus homework. Few stylistic changes exist, with only emphasis used to list homework assignments. Size does not show hierarchy; instead, the document is organized chronologically.

**Technology use in the classroom.** The lesson plan uses *Google Apps for Education*, through creation in Google Docs and storage on Google Drive. The teacher will most often access the document on their personal laptop and/or iPad, depending on needs and availability at the time.

**Document 3: Unit Notes.** Figure 12 below shows a sample page of the Unit Notes used in Classroom B. The analysis for this document required use of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

![Figure 12. Sample page of Unit Notes document used in Classroom B.](image)

**Information design.** The Unit Notes document was user-created in Google Docs using a serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch
margins. In terms of hierarchy, the document follows an outline format (incorporating indented bullet points under broader topics); however, differences in text size to show importance do not exist. Some elements of style are applied, including underlining, emphasis, and occasional color to show important topics. Spacing differentiates sections of the outline, and seems well-used throughout the document. The teacher did not include any graphics in this document.

*Technology use in the classroom.* Students access the document electronically. They most often receive the document through a shared Google Drive document. Students do not need to resubmit the document. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including Google Docs for the document creation and Google Drive for document sharing. Students will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

*Cognitive psychology.* Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on the student’s mental effort. The three-page documents uses an outline format and short sentences to help limit the level of mental effort required to comprehend the document. Few external factors that will affect a student’s use of the document. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 4: Quiz.** Figure 13 below shows a sample view of the Quiz used in Classroom B. Analysis of this document required use of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

*Information design.* The Quiz was user-created through Google Forms using the default text settings. In terms of hierarchy, all questions appear in the same size text, showing that all questions have the same level of importance. Type style does not change throughout the body of the document. Spacing appears consistent between each question,
and Google Forms answer fields expand to allow student responses. The quiz includes one visual, shown at the top of the screenshot in Figure 12 above. This header photo visual is unrelated the quiz context, and acts as an ambient image.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students access the document electronically, and receive and submit the quiz through a shared Google Form. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including Google Forms for the document creation and Google Sheets for the teacher to view the student responses.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort, as the quiz includes only five questions. In regards to external factors that may affect a student’s use of the document, the ability to access the quiz electronically may allow students to have access to unauthorized assistance during the assessment. The document includes no elements of play.
**Document 5: Short Story.** Figure 14 below shows a sample page of the Short Story used in Classroom B. This analysis required use of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

![Sample page of Short Story document used in Classroom B.](image)

**Figure 14.** Sample page of Short Story document used in Classroom B.

**Information design.** The Short Story was user-created in Google Docs using a serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. The document does not use size to show hierarchy and importance. Few stylistic changes occur in the document, but it does include a story introduction using color, centered text, and some emphasis. The document exhibits poor use of spacing; there is no spacing between paragraphs, and each paragraph begins with minimal indentation. The teacher did not include any visuals in this document.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students access the document electronically. They most often receive the document through a shared Google Drive document.
Students do not resubmit the document. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including Google Docs for the document creation and Google Drive for document sharing. Students will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

*Cognitive psychology.* For this document, document length could have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. The document is long with minimal spacing, resulting in a visual “wall of text” that may prove difficult for a student to comprehend. Regarding external factors, an ability to focus mixed with the document’s length can affect a student’s interaction with the document. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 6: Final Exam Review.** Figure 15 below shows a sample page of the Final Exam Review used in Classroom B. Analysis of this document required the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

![Sample page of the Final Exam Review in Classroom B.](image-url)

*Figure 15.* Sample page of the Final Exam Review in Classroom B.
**Information design.** The Final Exam Review was user-created in Google Docs using a serif text. The document 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. While size does not show hierarchy, the title’s importance is shown through the use of capital letters. The document includes some elements of style, including underlining and emphasis to show new elements, and color to show a hyperlink. Spacing is used well throughout the document to differentiate sections of the outline, although proximities between headings and related text vary within the document. The teacher did not include any visuals in this document.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students access the document electronically. They most often receive the document through a shared Google Drive document, and students do not resubmit the document. The teacher uses **Google Apps for Education**, including Google Docs for the document creation and Google Drive for document sharing. Students will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. Although the comprehensive document covers a large amount of information from the semester, the document covers just over a page. Regarding external factors, the stress of an upcoming final exam may affect a student’s interpretation and understanding. The document includes no elements of play.

**Classroom C**

Classroom C is a 6th and 7th grade Integrated Science class. The teacher provided a chapter test, slideshow, problem set, worksheet, scavenger hunt, and lesson plan for use in the analysis. Analysis of this classroom required EDDIE forms for Supplemental
Documents and Lesson Plans. Table 4 below lists the individual documents, EDDIE form used, creation method (either user-created or publisher-provided), and document type (paper, digital, or both).

Table 4  
*Overview of Documents in Classroom C*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>EDDIE Form Used</th>
<th>Creation Method</th>
<th>Document Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chapter Test</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slideshow</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Set</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worksheet</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>Publisher-Provided</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scavenger Hunt</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson Plan</td>
<td>Lesson Plans</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Document 1: Chapter Test.** Figure 16 below shows a sample page of the Chapter Test used in Classroom C. Analysis of this document used the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

**Information design.** The Chapter Test was user-created in Google Docs using a sans serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size documents uses standard 1-inch margins. While changes in size do not show hierarchy, the title and instructions are clearly delineated. Some elements of style used include underlining and italics to show instructions. Spacing is used well to show new questions and sections. Students have
Figure 16. Sample page of the Chapter Test used in Classroom C.

ample space to respond to questions, including lines for multiple choice and single-word answers, and many lines of space for short answers.

The teacher included three graphics, used in the short answer section of the test to identify concepts. The three-dimensional graphics use colors and shadows to show depth and important elements, as shown below in Figure 17. For the most part, graphics are integrated in a way that would make sense to the readers. The graphics could benefit from labelling question numbers on the graphic itself to show the relationship between graphic and corresponding answer space.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students receive a paper copy of the document, and submit their answers on the same copy. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including Google Docs for the document creation and Google Drive for document storage.
Cognitive psychology. Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. The test contains 11 multiple choice questions and four short answer questions, and all body text seems appropriate for the student age level. Regarding external factors, the teacher understands that middle school students can be easily distracted when using a computer, and minimizes this by distributing a paper copy instead of electronic. The document includes include an element of play, as a bonus question that encourages students to write a joke about the test content.

Document 2: Slideshow. Figure 18 below shows a sample slide of the Slideshow used in Classroom C. Analysis of this document required an EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

Information design. The Slideshow was user-created through Google Slides using the default text settings, using only sans serif text. In terms of hierarchy and style, size and color help show the importance of the headings on each slide. In addition, many slides use an outline format (incorporating indented bullet points under broader topics).
There is consistent spacing between elements, and sufficient inclusion of white space keeps the document readable. While the document includes no graphics, two colored tables are included.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students access the document electronically. They most often receive the document through a shared folder on Google Drive. Students do not resubmit the document. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including *Google Slides* for the document creation and *Google Drive* for document sharing. Students will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. Information on slides and the slideshow length are of reasonable length for middle school students. Regarding external factors, middle school students may become distracted by the Internet when accessing the document. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 3: Problem Set.** Figure 19 below shows a sample page of the Problem Set document used in Classroom C. Analysis of this document required completion of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.
Information design. The Problem Set document was user-created in Google Docs using a sans serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. While changes in size do not show hierarchy, the instructions for students are clearly delineated. The use of elements of style is sparse, only using underlining for all instructions. Ample spacing differentiates elements while keeping instructions in proximity to their corresponding questions. While students have some room for their responses, students resubmit the document electronically and can add space for their responses as needed. The teacher included no graphics in this document.

Technology use in the classroom. Students receive and submit the document electronically. They most often receive the document through a shared folder on Google Drive. The teacher uses Google Apps for Education, including Google Docs for the
document creation and shared folders on Google Drive for document sharing and submission. Students will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. The document includes eight short answer calculation questions and a fill-in-the-blank table. Regarding external factors, middle school students may become distracted by the Internet when accessing the document. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 4: Worksheet.** Figure 20 below shows a sample page of the Worksheet used in Classroom C. The EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents was used for the analysis of this document.

![Worksheet](image-url)

*Figure 20. Sample page of the Worksheet used in Classroom C.*

**Information design.** The Worksheet is a publisher-provided document from Glencoe/McGraw-Hill publishers. The document was published on an 8.5-inch by
11-inch letter size paper, with 1-inch and 1.5-inch margins and using a mixture of serif and sans serif text. In terms of hierarchy, a variety of style elements, including changes in typeface, size, italics, and emphasis clearly differentiate different levels of heading. Students have ample space for their short answer responses, whereas other answers are simply circled. The document creator included no graphics in this document.

Technology use in the classroom. Students receive a paper copy of the document, and submit their answers on the same paper copy. The teacher uses Google Apps for Education, including Google Drive for document storage.

Cognitive psychology. Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. The two-page document only requires students to circle responses or write single-letter responses. Very few external factors might affect a student’s use of the document, unless the student is stressed or experiencing a negative mood during the document interaction. The document includes no elements of play.

Document 5: Scavenger Hunt. Figure 21 below shows a sample page of the Scavenger Hunt document used in Classroom C. Analysis of this document required completion of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

Information design. The Scavenger Hunt was user-created in Google Docs using a serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. The document does not apply hierarchy or style in any way, as there are no elements of style applied to any text. Spacing is used well to show the different questions, and students have ample space to respond to the scavenger hunt clues. The teacher included no graphics in the document.
Technology use in the classroom. Students receive a paper copy of the document, as they must bring the document with them during the scavenger hunt. The teacher uses Google Apps for Education, including Google Drive for document creation and Google Drive for document storage.

Cognitive psychology. Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. The single-page document requires students to visit only four locations around campus. Regarding external factors, the teamwork element of the assignment may cause stress to the students if personalities and learning styles do not match while completing assignment requirements. The document does include elements of play, in that the assignment requires students to complete activities outside of the classroom and around the school campus.
**Document 6: Lesson Plan.** Figure 22 below shows a sample page of the Lesson Plan used in Classroom C. Analysis of this document required use of the EDDIE form for Lesson Plans.

![Lesson Plan Example](image)

**Figure 22.** Sample page of the Lesson Plan used in Classroom C.

**Lesson planning and pedagogical design.** The lesson plan in Classroom C uses a 4-column format, listing the unit and timeframe, related performance standard, learning objectives, and performance tasks. While the teacher includes the “why” of the lessons by listing the performance standards, the unit-based format does not allow for a listing of objectives per period. Effective use of UDL and PBL cannot be determined by analyzing this lesson plan alone.

**Information design.** The Lesson Plan document was user-created in Google Docs using a sans serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. The use of style and typeface to show relationships between elements is sparse.
Table headers have text emphasis, and the entire document uses sans serif text. The use of spacing helps to separate different performance standards and grouped objectives.

![Figure 23. Page from Lesson Plan showing unused column space.](image)

The 4-column format on a vertical page proves detrimental to the document use. When one column has a large amount of information, the column stretches the length of a page or more with the other columns left blank (see Figure 23 above). In addition, the limited width of the column only allows for a few words per line, making efficient reading of the document very difficult.

**Technology use in the classroom.** The document was created electronically on Google Docs and stored on Google Drive, making use of *Google Apps for Education*. The teacher can access the lesson plans on a personal laptop or an iPad, depending on needs and availability at the time.
Classroom D

Classroom D is an 8th, 9th, and 10th grade Spanish 1 class. The teacher provided a lesson plan, video worksheet, conversation cards, vocab slideshow, transparencies, and a review sheet for use in the analysis. Analysis of this classroom required use of the EDDIE forms for Lesson Plans and Supplemental Documents. Table 5 below lists the individual documents, EDDIE form used, creation method (either user-created or publisher-provided), and document type (paper, digital, or both).

**Document 1: Lesson Plan.** Figure 24 below shows a sample page of the Lesson Plan used in Classroom D. Analysis of this document required use of the EDDIE form for Lesson Plans.

*Lesson planning and pedagogical design.* Much like in Classroom C’s lesson plan in Figures 21 and 22, the lesson plan in Classroom D uses a 4-column format, listing the unit and timeframe, related performance standard, learning objectives, and performance tasks. While the teacher included the “why” of the lessons by listing the performance standards, the unit-based format does not allow for the inclusion of objectives per period. The effective use of UDL and PBL cannot be fully determined by analyzing this lesson plan.

*Information design.* The Lesson Plan document was user-created in Google Docs using a sans serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document uses standard 1-inch margins. The use of style and typeface to show relationships between elements is sparse. Table headers have text emphasis, and the entire document uses sans serif text.

Compared to Classroom C’s lesson plan in Figures 21 and 22, Classroom D’s lesson plan does not use spacing as effectively to differentiate elements within columns.
Table 5
Overview of Documents in Classroom D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>EDDIE Form Used</th>
<th>Creation Method</th>
<th>Document Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lesson Plan</td>
<td>Lesson Plans</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Worksheet</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>Publisher-Provided</td>
<td>Digital Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation Cards</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>Publisher-Provided</td>
<td>Digital Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocab Slideshow</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparencies</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>Publisher-Provided</td>
<td>Digital Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Sheet</td>
<td>Supplemental Documents</td>
<td>User-Created</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Lesson Plan](image)

*Figure 24. Sample page of Lesson Plan used in Classroom D.*
Spacing is only used between elements in the Performance Standards column. Columns containing more information lack this use of spacing to help make the document more readable.

Once again, the 4-column format on a vertical page proves detrimental to the document use. When one column has a large amount of information, the column stretches the length of a page or more with the other columns left blank. In addition, the limited width of the column only allows for a few words per line, making efficient reading of the document particularly difficult.

**Technology use in the classroom.** The document was created electronically on Google Docs and stored on Google Drive, making use of Google Apps for Education. The teacher can access the lesson plans on a personal laptop or an iPad, depending on needs and availability at the time.

**Document 2: Video Worksheet.** Figure 25 below shows a sample page of the Video Worksheet used in Classroom D. Analysis of this document required use of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

**Information design.** The Video Worksheet is a publisher-provided document from McDougal Littell publishers. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document was published with approximately 1-inch margins. The document uses a mixture of serif and sans serif text. In terms of hierarchy, a variety of style elements, including changes in typeface, size, and emphasis, help to clearly differentiate levels of heading. Students have ample room to respond to questions, with short answer sections allowing for two lines of response. The document creator included no visuals or graphics in the document.
Figure 25. Sample page of Video Worksheet document used in Classroom D.

Technology use in the classroom. Students have multiple options for how they can receive and submit the document, including:

- a digital version shared from the publisher site through email, and submitted as either an edited PDF or a separate word processing document;
- a digital PDF shared through Google Drive, and submitted as either an edited PDF or a separate word processing document;
- projected on a screen and submitted on a separate sheet of paper or word processing document; or,
- received and submitted on a printed paper copy.

The teacher uses Google Apps for Education, including Google Drive for document storage, and gives the option of students submitting their responses through a shared
Google Doc. Students receiving a digital copy of the document will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

*Cognitive psychology.* Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level mental effort. The document two pages long, and requires only short answer responses and fill-in-the-blank elements. Regarding external factors, a student’s difficulty with the foreign language will affect their ability to complete the document. While the document itself includes no elements of play, the accompanying video played while completing the assignment may include some playful elements not seen on the worksheet.

**Document 3: Conversation Cards.** Figure 26 below shows a sample page of the Conversation Cards document used in Classroom D. Analysis of this document required completion of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

*Figure 26. Sample page of the Conversation Cards document used in Classroom D.*
**Information design.** The Conversation Cards is a publisher-provided document from McDougal Littell publishers. The document was published on an 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size paper, with approximately 1-inch margins and using a mixture of serif and sans serif text. In terms of hierarchy, a variety of style elements, including changes in typeface, size, and emphasis, help to clearly differentiate the levels of heading on the page. Color may have been used in the original version of the document. However, as I was given a printed, black and white copy of the document, effective use of color in the document cannot be determined. Outlined boxes help differentiate the different “conversation card” sections. Students respond to the document verbally, so document completion does not require significant response space on the printed page. The document creator did not include any visuals on the page.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students have multiple options for how they can receive the document, including

- a digital version shared from the publisher site through email;
- a digital PDF shared through Google Drive;
- a screen projection; or
- a printed paper copy.

Students do not resubmit the document upon completion of the verbal assignment. The teacher uses Google Apps for Education, including Google Drive for document storage. Students who receive a digital copy of the document will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. While the document contains four pages of
information, students require very little interaction with the document to complete the task. In terms of external factors that may affect a student’s use of the document, a student’s difficulty with the foreign language will affect their ability to complete the document. While the document itself includes no elements of play, the resulting conversations from the assignment may include some playful elements not directly seen on the conversation cards.

**Document 4: Vocab Slideshow.** Figure 27 below shows a sample page of the Vocab Slideshow used in Classroom D. Analysis of this document required use of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

*Information design.* The Vocab Slideshow was user-created through an unknown word processing source prior to the classroom use. The slideshow was printed on 8.5-inch by 11-inch paper, and uses a mixture of serif and sans serif text. In terms of hierarchy, the use of size, emphasis, and typeface variation help show importance of the slide headings, with similar style changes occurring throughout the document. The

![Image of Vocab Slideshow](image)

*Figure 27. Sample page of the Vocab Slideshow document used in Classroom D.*
original slideshow document may have included color, but cannot be seen in this print version. Spacing is used well between elements to show relationships between concepts, particularly on the pages regarding grammar.

The Vocab Slideshow is the only document in Classroom D to include a graphic, shown in Figure 28 below. However, this graphic suffers from poor printing resolution and cannot be interpreted easily as given in the document. Other versions of the document provided to the students may have a more readable version of this graphic, possibly in color. However, such a document was not provided for this study.

*Technology use in the classroom.* Students have multiple options on how they can receive the document, including as a digital PDF shared through Google Drive, or as a printed paper copy. Students do not resubmit the document upon review.

The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including Google Drive for document storage and sharing. Students receiving a digital copy of the document will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

*Figure 28.* Graphic readability issues in the Vocab Slideshow document.
**Cognitive psychology.** The document length could have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. Although the document is treated as a review guide for students on an as-needed basis, the Vocab Slideshow consists of 27 pages. This number of pages may make it difficult for students to focus on the entire document during a single sitting. Regarding external factors, a student’s difficulty with the foreign language will affect their ability to complete the document. While the document itself includes no elements of play, the resulting conversations from the review period may include some playful elements not directly seen in the slideshow.

**Document 5: Transparencies.** Figure 29 below shows a sample page of the Transparencies document used in Classroom D. Analysis of this document required completion of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

![Sample page of the Transparencies document used in Classroom D.](image)

*Figure 29. Sample page of the Transparencies document used in Classroom D.*
**Information design.** The Transparencies document is a publisher-provided document from McDougal Littell publishers. The document was published on an 8.5-inch by 11-inch letter size paper, with approximately 1-inch margins and using only sans serif text. In terms of hierarchy, a variety of style elements, including changes in size, color, and emphasis help to clearly differentiate importance through levels of heading. Style is used particularly well in the document to differentiate elements, particularly with color use to differentiate and highlight different elements. The designer used elements of emphasis, italics, and effective use of white space throughout the document. No visuals are included in the document.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students have a variety of options on how they can receive the document, including

- a digital version shared from the publisher site through email;
- a digital PDF shared through Google Drive;
- a screen projection; or
- a printed paper copy.

Students do not resubmit the document upon review. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including Google Drive for document storage and sharing, when needed. Students receiving a digital copy of the document will most often access the document on their personal laptop.

**Cognitive psychology.** Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. While the document contains four pages of information, the information is meant to be used as a review of course concepts.
Regarding external factors, difficulty with the foreign language will affect a student’s ability to comprehend the document. The document includes no elements of play.

**Document 6: Review Sheet.** Figure 30 below shows a sample page of the Review Sheet used in Classroom D. Analysis of this document required use of the EDDIE form for Supplemental Documents.

**Information design.** The Review Sheet was user-created in Google Docs using a sans serif text. The 8.5-inch by 11-inch, letter size document using standard 1-inch margins. In terms of hierarchy, differentiation of headings occurs through use of text color and highlighting. Size changes are not used for hierarchy. The use of elements of style, including color, italics, and emphasis, helps to show new elements. Frequent use of color shows throughout the document. Spacing is used well to show relationships between elements; however, a large amount of white space remains on the page. The teacher did not include any visuals in this document.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Students have a variety of options on how they can receive the document, including

- a shared Google Docs page;
- a screen projection; or
- a printed paper copy.

Students do not resubmit the document upon review. The teacher uses *Google Apps for Education*, including Google Docs for document creation and Google Drive for document sharing. Students receiving a digital copy of the document will most often access the document on their personal laptop.
Cognitive psychology. Most likely, the document length will not have an effect on a student’s required level of mental effort. Although the document is four pages long, the outline format and frequent use of sentence fragments help to limit mental effort required to comprehend the document. However, some students may find the extensive color use difficult to comprehend, as shown in Figure 29 above. Regarding external factors, difficulty with the foreign language will affect their ability to comprehend the document. While the document itself includes no elements of play, the resulting conversations from the review period may include some playful elements not directly seen in the review content.
This analysis provided an objective look at information found in the completion of the EDDIE forms for the 24 documents provided for the study. This analysis was limited to a listing of qualitative responses provided on each classroom’s EDDIE (Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation) forms, including the EDDIEs for Lesson Plans, Adopted Textbooks, and Supplemental Documents.

The Discussion chapter on page 97 that follows examines the patterns found in the document analysis as compared to information in the literature review. Following this discussion, the Recommendations chapter on page 115 lists overall recommendations to teachers at Brandon Hall School based on the found patterns of document design and distribution.
CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION

A document analysis of educational documents at Brandon Hall School has shown how classroom materials follow general conventions of information design and accessibility. This analysis provided an objective look at information found in the completion of the Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) forms for the 24 documents, including Lesson Plans, Adopted Textbooks, and Supplemental Documents.

This discussion examines the EDDIE forms for patterns among classrooms, grade levels, genres, and document type. The discussion follows the six sections of the Review of the Literature on page 8: Information Design, Textbook Decisions, Implementation of Electronic Textbooks, Technology Use in the Classroom, Cognitive Psychology and How Students Learn, and Lesson Planning and Pedagogical Design.

This chapter answers two of the three research questions for this study, as outlined in the Introduction chapter:

- What are the common themes in current document choices?
- Do current document choices and methods reflect the current recommendations for knowledge retention and understanding as laid out in the present literature?

Information Design

Effective information design helps readers to quickly and easily understand the information in front of them. The analysis of a variety of documents used in the four
Classrooms can help teachers to understand how students interact with their document design choices.

The Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) forms evaluated documents for effective information design through the use of hierarchy, use of style, variation in typeface, spacing, and use of visuals and graphics.

**Hierarchy.** Hierarchy use in documents seems to depend mostly on the origin of the document and the teacher’s design choices. User-created documents and publisher-provided documents provided for analysis implement hierarchy in very different ways.

All publisher-provided documents across the school community use a variety of stylistic changes to show hierarchy in the information. These changes include the use of size, typeface, color, emphasis, and italics to show important elements on the page.

The Worksheet document used in Classroom C demonstrates effective hierarchy in a publisher-provided document. The use of size and emphasis shows the primary purpose and title of the worksheet. Below this information, in slightly smaller text, is the listing of the key concept and the directions. Spacing, typeface, emphasis, and typeface all help relate items to each other and to visually work the reader’s eye down the page. The main body text, requiring student response, follows this front-matter information.

For user-created documents on Google Docs, teachers across all four classrooms do little to show hierarchy on the page. Sometimes an outline format is used, which involves incorporating indented bullet points under broader topics. While use of spacing helps show hierarchy, no other elements of style change are used.

In the Chapter Notes document in Classroom A, hierarchy is used opposite of how it should. The documents include formulas that relate to key terms elsewhere in the
document, but these formulas appear much smaller than the remaining body text. However, for a science classroom such as Classroom A, critical information such as formulas should stand out to the student, particularly in a document meant for review. Because the formulas appear smaller than the remaining text, readers might perceive the formulas as less important than the remaining information.

The Google Slides document created for Classroom C is a good exception to the lack of hierarchy across documents. Using a template on the slideshow resulted in highly visible headings through the use of emphasis and color. The reader can clearly see the topic of the current slide, followed by the related information on that topic.

**Use of style.** For those documents user-created on Google Docs, very few included style changes to differentiate elements or to show relationships between elements. Style element changes of emphasis and underlining appeared most often throughout these user-created documents.

Publisher-provided documents, on the other hand, tend to follow the information design conventions described in the Review of the Literature. This includes the use of size, color, typography, white space, and grouping of elements to show relationships. As noted in the Review of the Literature, an effective use of design convention “acts as a guide that leads the reader through the content” (Apfelbaum & Cezzar, 2014).

The Transparencies document in Classroom D used style exceptionally well to convey information. As the document is used to teach a foreign language, frequent implementation of color and italics help to show relationships between Spanish words and their English translations. For example, when a key term is introduced (such as “reflexive verbs”), the term appears in red text. Immediately following, in a Spanish
sentence, the reflexive verb in that sentence mirrors this color choice, showing the relationship between Spanish word and key term. A sample of this use of style can be seen in Figure 31 below.

![Figure 31. A sample of style use in Classroom D.](image)

**Variation in typeface.** Among all of the user-created documents, variation in typeface on a single document seems rare. The one major exception, the Vocab Slideshow in Classroom D, uses sans serif headings with serif body text. In addition, the Quiz used in Classroom A uses sans serif text for the heading, and serif text for the remaining content. All other user-created documents use a single typeface throughout the entire document. While text is often underlined, emphasized, or italicized, which alters the look of the type, these fall under stylistic changes as opposed to typeface variation.

Publisher-provided documents all have a variety of both serif and sans serif text. In two of the documents in Classroom D—the Video Worksheet and Conversation Cards—headings and bullet points are written in sans serif text, while remaining body text is written in serif text. The Worksheet in Classroom C uses this same format.

The Textbook page in Classroom B follows a similar format, while still incorporating variations in typeface. The literary content, in the form of a poem on the sample textbook page, is written in serif text. Supplementary information, including
definitions, text analysis question, and notes about the writer’s textual choices, are all written in sans serif text. The title of the poem, while in a serif text, uses a different font altogether, making it stand out from the remaining information on the page.

**Spacing.** Using space between elements effectively can help direct readers through the content (Apfelbaum & Cezzar, 2014). I evaluated the use of white space in each document, and considered how the use of spacing helped to create visual relationships between elements.

Many of the user-created documents in Google Docs did have effective use of spacing between elements. Documents generally followed one of two trends, including

- every element or bullet point had equal spacing throughout (see the Classroom A Short Answers document in Figure 32 below); or

- each element had significant spacing around it to show a new topic.

![Figure 32. Short Answers document demonstrating consistent spacing throughout.](image)

The Short Story document in Classroom B, shown in Figure 33 below, is an example of a document requiring more spacing considerations to aide student interaction. Poor use of spacing throughout the document results in minimal spacing between paragraphs, and each paragraph beginning with minimal indentation. This lack of spacing
results in elements running together, making it difficult for students to find their position on the page if they get distracted.

Figure 33. Short Story sample showing spacing issues.

**Use of visuals and graphics.** As noted in the Review of the Literature, the use of visuals and graphics in document design can be either helpful or detrimental, depending on how it is placed into the surrounding information. Of the 24 documents included for analysis, only seven included either a graphic or a visual—three in Classroom A, two in Classroom B, and one each in Classrooms C and D.

Classroom A, an AP Physics classroom, included graphics in the Chapter Test, Calculations, and Quiz documents. One graphic is a geometry-based physics question, and the others are all circuit drawings. All of these two-dimensional graphics appear very easy to read. Graphics seem well-integrated in their respective documents, as each graphic immediately follows the question or bullet point referencing it.
Classroom B included two visuals, both photographs of only slight relation to the content of the Textbook and the Quiz. These photos act as ambient images that correspond to the information on the page. Once students understand the content, they may be able to better relate the visual to the document content, possibly enhancing their experience of the document.

Classroom C includes three-dimensional graphics on the Chapter Test. In the Review of the Literature, Mikk and Luik (2005) discussed how three-dimensional graphics often distract readers, containing a number of fine details too complex for some students to comprehend. However, for the case of Classroom C, graphics seem simple and easy to understand, primarily used for the sake of identification assessment. These graphics are not as well-integrated into the document as they could be. The graphics could benefit from question number labels placed directly on the graphic to solidify the relationship between graphic and corresponding answer space.

The graphic included in the Vocab Slideshow in Classroom D is of particular concern. The graphic, a large pie chart, lacks print quality and cannot be interpreted easily as presented in the document. Bullet points next to the graphic imply that more information is provided; however, readers cannot see any additional text as part of this information. A label of some sort is partially visible, but seems to have the same color as the background, and therefore cannot be fully understood as shown. This graphic, while related to the content of the document, will likely cause confusion to students reviewing the Vocab Slideshow document.
Textbook Decisions

As a deciding factor in many curricular decisions, textbooks continue to play many roles in the classroom environment. Because of this, teachers must consider many factors when researching textbooks and adopting textbooks to their own class curriculum. Content should match with a teacher’s curricular goals, school requirements, and teaching style in order to provide an effective learning experience for the student.

For this study, only one teacher provided a textbook for analysis. Therefore, patterns for textbook decisions across classrooms and grade levels can be difficult to determine. Recommendations will be made for textbook decisions based on this single textbook analysis, and general recommendations following information found in the Review of the Literature.

Information design. Based on the sample page, the textbook information is designed in such a way that students can comprehend and understand the textbook quickly and efficiently. As shown in the analysis of the textbook sample in Figure 23 on page 64, the textbook follows many of the information design conventions associated with effective design. The designer placed the information in separate chunks, which helps make the page readable for students interacting with the page.

Appropriate writing style. For the selected textbook, the calculated Flesch-Kincaid reading levels for two different sample pages seem appropriate for the reading level of students in the course. The sample literary page had a reading level of 8.5, a level appropriate for an eighth-grade student. The text-heavy chapter introduction page, used in the analysis only for readability comparison, scored a reading level of 10.2, appropriate for a student in tenth grade. The majority of students in an American Literature course
will be in Grade 11, meaning the sample reading levels for the chosen textbook are appropriate for the students in the course.

**Implementation of Electronic Textbooks**

The implementation of an electronic textbook for a course aligns with the school’s mission to give students an educational “experience immersed in technology” (Brandon Hall School, n.d., The Mission section). While many teachers have taken to the idea of electronic textbooks in the classroom, this study seeks to determine if electronic textbooks have been implemented successfully.

**Static versus interactive.** For an eleventh grade literature textbook, the use of a static electronic textbook is appropriate. A textbook likely to contain text-heavy works, particularly a literature textbook, does not necessarily require the interactive features that other courses might benefit from. While the textbook includes some multimedia elements, described in more detail below, these are not interactive in nature.

However, the implementation of a textbook with more interactive features might add some elements of play to the students’ learning process. This could include videos, graphics, or animated definitions that complement the learning material in ways that a static textbook cannot.

**Multimedia features.** The chosen textbook included a variety of multimedia features when accessing the book through the web portal; however, the textbook is static as opposed to interactive. Students access these multimedia features as an aside to the text, as opposed to these features having a full integration into the textbook design.
These multimedia features may not create a seamless electronic textbook experience. For instance, the notetaking ability can be done in other programs on the student’s laptop, such as Google Docs, or another word processing platform. In addition, while the content includes URLs to access additional content, these URLs are not hyperlinked. Instead, students must copy and paste the web address into their browser to access this supplemental content.

**Student accessibility.** For the textbook in Classroom B, students access the textbook through an online web portal, located at my.hrw.com, using a unique username and password. Students must have access to the Internet to access their textbook for the course. Through this portal, students can access other textbooks from the same publisher that other teachers may have assigned.

This web portal has positive elements, such as the ability to access multiple textbooks through one login and password. However, this same portal can cause stress to students if not all of their books are accessed through this portal. If a student has teachers who all use different publishers for their textbooks, students will have to keep track of multiple logins to access all of their materials.

**Technology Use in the Classroom**

According to research by Collins and Halverson (2009), “technology fosters…a more hands-on, activity-based environment.” Brandon Hall’s mission encourages a learning environment immersed in technology. Based on this study, teachers have embraced technology in their creation and distribution of documents in the classroom.
**Google Apps for Education.** As a whole, for classrooms analyzed in this study, teachers use *Google Apps for Education* well to make classroom documents more accessible to students. Of the 24 documents evaluated, 18 documents were user-created using Google Docs, Google Slides, or Google Forms.

*Google Apps for Education* is a valuable resource that seems well-implemented in all four classrooms. When teachers share documents with students through Google Drive, Google Docs, or any of the other Google Apps, students can access the documents whenever and wherever they have access to the Internet.

Despite the benefits to implementing *Google Apps for Education* into the everyday curriculum, teachers should also be aware of the drawbacks. If students do not have their device or do not have access to the Internet, they cannot access those educational documents previously shared with them.

In addition, students may have unauthorized access to help during assessments. For instance, students in Classroom B use Google Forms to complete a quiz. During the quiz period, students may have access to information outside of the quiz unless the teacher closely monitor each students’ computer activity.

**Receiving and submitting documents.** Students receive and submit documents in a variety of ways, but similarities appear across single classrooms. Of the 24 documents provided for analysis, 19 can be shared digitally with students through *Google Apps for Education*.

Some teachers choose to distribute documents in the form of a physical paper copy. Based on the analysis, teachers who choose to distribute documents as a paper copy have a specific reason for doing so.
The teacher of Classroom D in particular does an excellent job at providing options for how students choose to receive and submit their classroom documents. Students can choose to receive their documents in a way that best suits their own learning style, whether they prefer a paper copy, a digital copy, or a projected copy of the document. In addition, in Classroom D, students can choose to resubmit their documents in whichever way that works best for their own personal learning style, either by creating a new digital document, editing a PDF document, writing out a physical copy, or something else that might work better for them.

The teacher of Classroom C takes a student’s needs into perspective when determining the best way to distribute the document. For documents such as worksheets, the teacher distributes documents digitally through Google Drive. For the Chapter Test, however, the teacher is aware of the possible distractions when middle school students access documents on a computer. Therefore, the teacher of Classroom C distributes the Chapter Test as a physical copy to minimize distractions during the assessment.

**Devices used for access.** For digitally-distributed documents, students will typically access the documents on their personal laptop computer, which Brandon Hall School requires of all students for enrollment. Teachers will often access digital documents on their personal laptop, but may also access them on their iPad as needed. When documents are distributed as non-digital versions, electronic devices such as laptops and iPads are not used, with the possible exception of a projector system in the classroom to view the document.
Cognitive Psychology and How Students Learn

Each student will interact with a given document differently based on their personality and their past experiences. While teachers can’t predict everything that might affect a student’s interpretation of a document, they can perform an audience analysis to determine what might work best for the majority of student scenarios. When teachers understand the cognitive factors of document design that affect student learning, they can select and create documents that better enforce learning and recall.

Effects of document length on mental effort. Document lengths and the related effects on mental effort seem to vary by classroom and by subject. While many documents are of minimal length and would likely have no effect on mental effort, others contain much more information and may cause issues for students.

However, it is worth noting that the analysis of document length may be more subjective than other criteria in this study. What one student finds long and arduous, another might have no issues with.

Classroom A uses a mix of documents that might have document length concerns. The Short Answers document, for instance, is just over two pages long. However, the document contains 27 questions, with some requiring multiple responses. Students may find it difficult to make it through the entire assignment in one sitting, as the level of mental effort required would be very high. The one-page Quiz, on the other hand, requires only three questions, resulting in minimal mental effort.

Elements of play. Only Classroom C, the middle school science classroom, explicitly included elements of play in two of the documents. The Chapter Test included
an option to write a content-related joke for bonus points, and the Scavenger Hunt encourages students to learn outside the classroom using a hands-on lesson.

These elements of play included in middle school-level documents fits well for the age group and how they learn. As noted in the Review of the Literature in Chapter Two, using play as a learning technique can help encourage students to actively participate in the learning process. Particularly in the case of the Scavenger Hunt, “the introduction of a puzzle or a problem to be solved immediately grabs people’s attention, as they perceive that there will be something interesting and worthwhile involved in the process” (Cook and Klipfel, 2015).

In Classroom D, while the documents do not directly include elements of play, some play can be included when interacting with the course content. These document designs do not effect how much play students choose to include during the assignment.

**External factors.** Determining external factors that affect student use of the document can prove difficult for teachers. Every student will have unique external factors that affect their interpretation and interaction with a given document. However, teachers can take some factors into consideration, regardless of the individual student.

For Classroom A, the stress of completing AP-level tasks and assessments can cause significant stress to the student. AP-level courses typically compare to collegiate courses, which some students might not be prepared for. This stress may affect how they interpret a particular document. “Mood and psychological states can influence perceptions, memory, and judgments of attributes” (Weinstein, Legate, & Przybylski, 2013). As a result, a student who encounters an assessment while stressed might read the document differently than a student who encounters it with less stress. As a result, the
student encountering stress during the document interaction might end up with a lower score due to stress factors.

A similar concept arises in Classroom D. In a foreign language classroom such as Classroom D, students build upon previous knowledge to develop their abilities in the language. If a student has difficulty with this new language and falls behind, he or she will have more difficulty trying to interpret documents which include the foreign language as the primary language.

The teacher of Classroom C has different external factors to consider; namely, the teacher must consider the moods and interactions of younger students in the middle school grade levels. For the Scavenger Hunt document, students must work together in groups to answer clues and navigate around the campus. The teamwork element of the assignment may cause stress to the student if personalities and learning styles do not match while completing assignment requirements. If students have issues with the teamwork element and do not cooperate successfully, this may affect how they read and interact with the printed document.

Lesson Planning and Pedagogical Design

A strong pedagogical design for classroom instruction provides a foundation for how students will interact with documents in the classroom. Once a teacher determines the best methods of instruction for their students based on what they expect the students to learn, they can then plan for “instructional materials, methods, and assessments” (Courey, Tape, Siker, & LePage, 2012) and can develop an effective lesson plan. Of the
four classrooms that volunteered documents for the study, three included lesson plans as one of their documents.

**Information design of lesson plans.** The lesson plans provided for analysis follow one of two general formats, including

- three columns on a horizontal page, including one week’s classwork and homework assignments; or
- four columns on a vertical page, including the unit, time frame, performance standards, learning objectives, and performance tasks.

The lesson plan in Classroom B follows the horizontal format, and the lesson plans in Classrooms C and D follow the vertical format.

The vertical format proves detrimental to document use. The use of four columns on a vertical page results in very narrow columns. When one column has a large amount of information, the document becomes difficult to read quickly, shown in Figure 23 on page 83. As a result, entire columns are left empty on a page, which is an inefficient use of space on the page.

**Outline of the “why.”** As noted in the Review of the Literature starting on page 8, when students begin to understand the reasoning behind a specific lesson, they can apply this to their own leaning needs. From there, students can examine their needs of the lesson and adjust appropriately.

Of the three lesson plans provided for analysis in the study, two outline the “why” through the inclusion of performance standards and learning objectives for each lesson. The third lesson plan, from Classroom B, only lists assignments and tasks given in a one-week period.
While these two lesson plans outline the “why” of the lessons, this does not guarantee that the student has access to the information. The teachers must decide for themselves if they will provide this information along with the lesson, and particularly if they choose to integrate the information into the documents.

**Objectives per period.** Of the three lesson plans provided, only the lesson plan for Classroom B clearly showed a number of objectives per class. For this classroom, each class period lists two to three objectives, within the acceptable range of objectives for student mental effort. By limiting the amount of objectives to two to three per class period as suggested by Burke (2015) and Cook and Klipfel (2015), students are less likely to experience a mental overload.

For the lesson plans provided in Classrooms C and D, the unit-based format of the grid does not allow for the listing of objectives per period. Instead, these plan designs list a large number of performance standards, learning objectives, and performance tasks within a unit to be covered over a multiple-week period.

**Universal Design for Learning (UDL).** With the three lesson plans provided, the effective implementation of UDL is difficult to determine. Classroom B provides the only possible inclusion of UDL. The teacher describes an iMovie project in which “the projects are individual in nature.” Because of this, students can apply their own learning styles to their project in a way that personally works for them.

**Problem-Based Learning (PBL).** With the three lesson plans provided, the effective implementation of PBL is difficult to determine. Classroom C provides the only possible inclusion of PBL. On the Scavenger Hunt assignment, students must solve location-based problems outside of the classroom. As Topal et al. (2015) suggest,
problem-based learning assignments such as the Scavenger Hunt can help students “learn efficient problem-solving, independent learning, and learn to monitor themselves as well as by teamwork.”

This discussion provided an examination of patterns found in the completion of the EDDIE forms for the 24 documents, as shown in the Analysis chapter starting on page 52. The discussion followed the six sections of the Review of the Literature on page 8: Information Design, Textbook Decisions, Implementation of Electronic Textbooks, Technology Use in the Classroom, Cognitive Psychology and How Students Learn, and Lesson Planning and Pedagogical Design.

The Recommendations chapter following on page 115 lists the overall recommendations to teachers at Brandon Hall School based on the found patterns of document design and distribution.
CHAPTER SIX: RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter answers one of the three research questions for this study, as outlined in the Introduction chapter: How can teachers improve their document choices in the classroom to promote student retention and understanding?

The recommendations made in this chapter are based on the information found in the Analysis chapter on page 52, and the patterns discovered through this data in the Discussion chapter on page 97. The recommendations follow the three types of Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) forms used to analyze the classroom documents: Supplemental Textbooks, Lesson Plans, and Adopted Textbooks.

Supplemental Documents

For this study, a supplemental document refers to a user-created or publisher-provided classroom document (aside from a lesson plan or textbook) that students receive and interact with in some way. Supplemental documents provided for analysis covered a wide variety of document types. These documents included quizzes, chapter tests, final exam reviews, chapter notes, daily assignments, slideshows, and more.

**Information design.** User-created documents in Google Docs should follow information design conventions of hierarchy, use of style, variation in typeface, spacing, and use of visuals and graphics. Following are recommendations for how Brandon Hall School teachers can apply style to documents to differentiate elements:

- Create headings that are larger than remaining body text and of a different typeface.
- Use color to highlight key elements or terms.
- Add an extra line of space when starting a new element.
- Use emphasis and/or italics to show items or terms of note.
- Make clear reference to any included graphics or visuals in the document, while also including extra space between the graphic/visual and text.

Teachers should pay particular attention to the implementation of style changes in Google Docs. As a default, teachers at Brandon Hall School tend to use minimal style changes in user-created Google Docs to differentiate elements on the page. Teachers should practice changing type size, typeface, color, shape, and emphasis in important elements to show hierarchy and importance.

As an example, I’ve done a simple redesign in Google Docs of the Study Guide used in Classroom A. In the redesign shown below in Figure 34, I used simple stylistic changes of type size, typeface, color, and emphasis, and added additional spacing between new elements.

**Figure 34.** Before and after of sample document redesign on Google Docs.
While the changes in the document are minor and take a small amount of extra time, major concepts are easier to find when scanning the study guide. Style changes like this can be implemented in all classroom and documents.

**Technology use in the classroom.** At this point in time, all four classrooms effectively use *Google Apps for Education*. As this program has become the standard method of document distribution at Brandon Hall, teachers with less knowledge of the program should work to familiarize themselves with more of the *Google Apps for Education* programs and their benefits to the classroom.

**Cognitive psychology.** Analysis of a document’s elements of cognitive psychology relate to document length, mental effort, elements of play, and external factors affecting document interactions. Understanding how a student thinks and reacts when interacting with a document can help teachers better understand how their choices might directly or indirectly affect student learning.

**Document length and mental effort.** Teachers should understand the level of mental effort required to understand and complete the documents they create and choose to include in their classroom. Saparova and Nolan (2016) define mental effort as “the cognitive capacity allocated by the learner when working on a task.” If a document requires too high a level of mental effort, students may not learn and understand the material as intended. Creating documents or selecting publisher-provided documents for the classroom that do not overload a student’s mental effort, will be critical to a student’s retention of new material.

Many of the user-created documents in the analyzed classrooms include large amounts of text with little spacing. The Short Story document used in Classroom B is one
such example of minimal spacing. As a result, students may find it difficult to focus on the information. This can be remedied by adding additional spacing to document to show relationships and differences between certain elements.

Teachers should also consider the length of the document for courses with more difficult content. For example, Classroom A, the AP Physics classroom, uses lengthy documents that require a number of short answer responses. The level of mental effort required to complete such assignments in one sitting may be very high for some students. To lessen this mental effort, teachers can divide the assignment into smaller chunks for completion, or allow students to complete the document over a longer period of time. Integrating other elements into the assignment that require less mental effort can also help a student to “recharge” between more strenuous elements.

Some classes, like American Literature and AP Physics, can be intense simply because of the nature and content of the course. However, taking mental effort into consideration can help teachers create and select documents that make the information a little more manageable for students.

**Elements of play.** Teachers should not feel obligated to include elements of play in their documents. However, teachers should also be knowledgeable as to how elements of play can both help and hurt students. Should teachers choose to involve play or educational games into their curriculum, they must find a balanced level of play that works best for the students’ productivity and retention.

The inclusion of play into educational documents is better suited for the middle school grades at Brandon Hall School. These younger students require more stimulation
to stay engaged in the classroom and with the content. Using play as a learning technique can help encourage students to actively participate in the learning process.

**External factors.** Any number of external factors can affect how a student interacts with a classroom document, often out of the teacher’s control. However, awareness of some of these external factors can help the teacher to prepare for any issues that may arise.

Two such external factors include mood and stress levels. A student who encounters an assessment while stressed or while experiencing a negative mood might read the document differently than a student who encounters it with less stress or under a different mood, possibly resulting in a lower score due to the different state. To help combat this, teachers can use stylistic elements to divide documents into smaller chunks for the student to focus on when stressed. Also, teachers can allow the student to step away for a moment to “recharge” their thoughts, or even provide students with a separate assignment that still achieves the same learning objectives in a different way.

Previous experiences can also affect student interaction. As noted in the Review of the Literature, “positive psychological experiences may relate to, but do not equate, evaluations of beauty in the physical world” (Weinstein, Legate, & Przybylski, 2013). A student who has had pleasant experiences with mathematics, for example, might have more positive psychological experiences and see a document as more aesthetically pleasing than a student who has continually had negative mathematics experiences.

If a teacher is aware of a student having negative experiences in their subject, there are opportunities to create a new document for these students. These special documents can address that student’s negative experiences while still achieving the same
learning objectives as the primary document. This might involve only minor changes to the document to address the issue.

Lesson Plans

Developing an effective lesson plan for students begins with understanding student needs and applying that to pedagogical goals for a given course. Based on the three lesson plans provided for analysis, teachers at Brandon Hall School have a strong basis for classroom instruction, but could use improvement on the design of individual lesson plan documents.

Lesson planning and pedagogical design. Problem-Based Learning (PBL) and Universal Design for Learning (UDL) are important curricular elements for student learning. However, determining the use of these concepts in the classroom simply through lesson plan analysis is not effective. Unless the lesson plans explicitly list these concepts, there is no way to determine if teachers use these concepts in their current plan.

Teachers might want to consider explicitly listing methods for PBL and UDL in their lesson plans. Doing so might help teachers (and substitute teachers, should that need arise) see different ways for students to achieve a specific objective in a way that suits their own learning style.

The inclusion of performance standards and learning objectives works well for helping teachers to remember the “why” of the daily lesson or the unit. Teachers should also consider ways of including these objectives in their user-created document designs, and this may help students better understand the content. When students understand the
“why” behind a specific lesson, they can apply this information to their own learning needs and adjust appropriately.

**Information design.** Teachers should consider the orientation of the page when designing their lesson plans. When a lesson plan calls for multiple columns, using a horizontal page layout will allow more space in the columns for necessary information, as shown below in Figure 35. This design also allows for one unit’s worth of lesson plan information to be on a single page, requiring less page turning when finalizing classroom activities based on the lesson plan.

![Figure 35. Before and after of sample 4-column lesson plan layout on Google Docs.](image)

Teachers might also consider the use of information design conventions used for supplemental documents and textbooks. Adding style and spacing elements to their lesson plans might help teachers to better understand their own planning needs. This recommendation could have a greater effect on those lesson plans organized by unit, as the inclusion of stylistic elements can help break down objectives into smaller, manageable sections.
**Technology use in the classroom.** Teachers should continue their use of Google Docs to create their lesson plans, and Google Drive to store their lesson plans. This use of *Google Apps for Education* allows teachers to access their plans wherever they have Internet access, and change their plans as needed without the limitation of being inside the classroom.

**Adopted Textbooks**

As only one teacher provided a textbook for analysis in this study, patterns for adopted textbook across the entire school culture were difficult to determine. These recommendations are based on what was learned from this classroom’s textbook choices, information found during the literature review, and observations made during the analysis phase.

**Textbook decisions.** When considering the adoption of a new textbook for a course, teachers should ensure they take the student’s educational experience into top priority. Teachers should ask themselves a variety of questions when evaluating a textbook for classroom adoption:

- Will a textbook benefit my students and my curriculum?
- Do the textbook pages seem to follow basic information design conventions?
- Do the textbook content and reading level align with the age range and curriculum of the course?
- What multimedia tools are included to help with learning?
- Will students be able to access the textbook efficiently and in a way that works for their learning style?
Asking questions such as these will help teachers ensure that the textbook they adopt for their classroom is the best option for the students in that course.

**Implementation of electronic textbooks.** While Brandon Hall supports the mission of immersing students in a 21st century classroom, teachers should consider whether an electronic textbook is the best fit for their classroom. Teachers should evaluate the positives and negatives of adopted a digital textbook, and determine which will work better for the student and for the classroom objectives.

Teachers should evaluate a sample of the textbook whenever possible to determine if the access platform is easy to understand and works for their style of teaching. In addition, a sample textbook can provide teachers with valuable information on whether the digital textbook is static or interactive. With interactive textbooks, teachers should determine if these multimedia aspects will enhance the learning experience or make the experience more difficult.

**Technology use in the classroom.** Teachers should have a plan for textbook use should the digital version become inaccessible for any reason. This might include having digital PDF or paper copies of the required textbook pages for distribution, or lesson plans that do not require the textbook.

**Information design.** When a textbook is implemented as a primary learning method in a course, effective information design on textbook pages is critical to effective student learning. Teachers should familiarize themselves with effective information design conventions of hierarchy, style, typeface, spacing, graphics, and visuals. Once they have this knowledge, teachers should evaluate potential textbooks for proper use of
these conventions. If a chosen textbook does not follow information design conventions, the textbook will only hinder effective student learning.

**Cognitive psychology.** Teachers should evaluate the reading level of the textbook to ensure the textbook’s grade-level appropriateness for students taking the course. Teachers can evaluate the reading level by copying text from the document into a Microsoft Word document, and using the program’s tools to determine the Flesch-Kincaid Reading Level of the selected material.

These recommendations, though based on the research found in the Review of the Literature and the patterns found in the Analysis and Discussion chapters, are not finite in nature. Teachers should consider their own student and curricular needs when determining the best methods of document design and distribution in their own classrooms.
CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS

Brandon Hall School, a small private day and boarding school, is a school focused on individualized curriculum and experience. This qualitative, industrial ethnographic study has examined how teachers at Brandon Hall School select and design documents for inclusion in the classroom, and compared this information to the current trends in the areas of information design and distribution. With this information, teachers can continue to provide the individualized experience for students in the area of educational documents used in the classroom.

The Review of the Literature examined the current literature to determine the current best practices of information design, decisions, and distribution as it relates to educational documents. The research focused on six key themes that affect educational document design: Information Design, Textbook Decisions, Implementation of Electronic Textbooks, Technology Use in the Classroom, Cognitive Psychology and How Students Learn, and Lesson Planning and Pedagogical Design.

The Methodology chapter went into details of the teacher recruitment process and the document selection process for the study. The methodology included an introduction of Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) forms as the qualitative instrument for the study, as well as details and criteria for the document analysis process. Four classrooms with six documents each provided a total of 24 classroom documents for analysis.

The Analysis chapter created a listing of objective, qualitative responses provided following the completion each classroom’s EDDIE forms. This included EDDIE forms
for Lesson Plans, Adopted Textbooks, and Supplemental Documents. Analysis sections were completed by classroom.

The Discussion chapter answered two of the three research questions for this study, as outlined in the Introduction chapter:

- What are the common themes in current document choices?
- Do current document choices and methods reflect the current recommendations for knowledge retention and understanding as laid out in the present literature?

This discussion examined the EDDIE forms for patterns among classrooms, grade levels, genres, and document type. The discussion follows the six sections of the Review of the Literature in Chapter Two: Information Design, Textbook Decisions, Implementation of Electronic Textbooks, Technology Use in the Classroom, Cognitive Psychology and How Students Learn, and Lesson Planning and Pedagogical Design.

Recommendations were given based on the third research question of this study: How can teachers improve their document choices in the classroom to promote student retention and understanding? Recommendations compared information found in the Analysis and Discussion to the information gathered in the Review of the Literature to determine the best practices for classroom documents. Recommendations were given in line with the three EDDIE form types: Supplemental Documents, Lesson Plans, and Textbooks.
Overall, this study has found that the teachers at Brandon Hall School have chosen and created educational documents based on the individual student needs in the classroom. A mix of user-created and publisher-provided document have shown a strong trend towards a variety of documents used in the classroom. However, teachers need more knowledge in the area of adding stylistic changes to their user-created documents to ease comprehension and understanding for students.

Along with the Dean of Faculty at Brandon Hall School, I plan to develop the recommendations given in this study into a guide, which will be distributed to teachers during the 2016-2017 academic year. While these recommendations are not finite, teachers can make more informed decisions regarding their classroom documents, and can alter some of their current documents to better suit the design needs of their students.
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Appendix A: Glossary of Terms

- **Graphics**: Visuals meant for storing, understanding, and communicating information and can include such items as graphs, maps, number lines, and flowcharts, among others.

- **Hierarchy**: Use of size increments in text to show element importance.

- **Qualitative Data**: Qualitative information derived from document analysis instruments.

- **Retention**: The ability on the part of the learner to remember, recognize, and recall information presented to them.

- **Spacing**: Use of white space in a document to show relationships between elements.

- **Style**: Differences in typographic choices (such as changes in type size, face, color, and shape) to show emphasis, importance, and relationships between elements.

- **User-Created**: The document was created by the teacher on a word processing program such as Microsoft Word or Google Docs.

- **Visual**: Incorporation of an image or picture within a document’s design to accompany presented information.
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Please let me know if you need any additional assistance.

Sincerely,

Johnny O. Graham  
Interim Head of School

Brandon Hall School
1701 Brandon Hall Drive  |  Atlanta, GA 30350
To Whom It May Concern:

I’m writing to acknowledge and confirm my efforts with regard to facilitating data collection from teachers in my role as Dean of Faculty at Brandon Hall School for Ms. Allison Feldman’s Master’s Thesis. I met with Allison in March 2016 and based on our discussions requested teachers provide educational materials for the purpose of analysis around issues of design and accessibility. It’s my understanding the project was focused on document analysis using different materials from across various academic departments and designed to enhance the teaching and learning environment at Brandon Hall School. The school does not have any plans to publish the research in its current form as a thesis, although I’m currently working with Allison to schedule a time during the upcoming semester when she can present her findings to the faculty and collaborate with teachers to help them apply her research to their lesson planning and other teaching practices. Allison has also previously worked with me in her role as Director of Marketing and Communications on other projects requiring document design elements, both physical and digital, such as on-campus professional development workshop materials and digital parent communication bulletins. It was a professional honor to be able to provide support to a fellow educator and colleague in my role as Dean of Faculty and if there is any other information or assistance I can provide moving forward, please feel free to contact me.

Regards,

Justin Ryder
Dean of Faculty
Brandon Hall School
jryder@brandenhall.org
# Appendix C: EDDIE Forms

## Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) for Supplemental Documents

Classroom: _______  Document: ___________________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Information Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Is hierarchy used to show content importance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Is style—size, face, style, color, and shape—used to show relationships with other elements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Is there any variation in typeface?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Is spacing used to differentiate elements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Is the document user-created or publisher-provided?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Is there ample space for student answers, if applicable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Are any visuals provided in the document?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>For science and mathematics courses, are any graphics included in the document?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8a.</td>
<td>Are any graphics three-dimensional?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8b.</td>
<td>Are graphics integrated in a way that would make sense to readers?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Technology Use in the Classroom

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Is the document accessed electronically?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>How do students typically receive and submit the document?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>What type of device is most often used to access the document?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Is Google Apps for Education used?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cognitive Psychology

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Could the document’s length have an effect on the student’s mental effort?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Are there any elements of play involved?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Could any external factors affect a student’s use of this document?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) for Lesson Plans

Classroom: _______  Document: ________________________________

#### Lesson Planning and Pedagogical Design

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Was a lesson plan available for analysis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>How is the lesson plan created and accessed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Is the “why” of the lesson outlined?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>How many objectives per period are outlined?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Is UDL addressed or implemented?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Is PBL addressed or implemented?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Information Design

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Is hierarchy used to show content importance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Is style—size, face, style, color, and shape—used to show relationships with other elements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Is there any variation in typeface?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Is spacing used to differentiate elements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology Use in the Classroom</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Is the document accessed electronically?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What type of device is most often used to access the document?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Is Google Apps for Education used?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Educational Document Design and Information Evaluation (EDDIE) for Adopted Textbooks

Classroom: _______  Document: __________________________________________

## Textbook Decisions

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Is a textbook used in the curriculum?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Is the textbook information designed in such a way that students can comprehend and understand the textbook quickly and efficiently?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Does the textbook align with the age range of the course?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Implementation of Electronic Textbooks

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Has the classroom adopted an electronic textbook?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Is the book static or interactive?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Are any multimedia features—narrations, pictures, maps, animations, videos, etc.—or multimedia tools—highlighting tools, messengers, search, bookmarking, etc.—included?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How do students access the book?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Technology Use in the Classroom

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Is the document accessed electronically?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>What type of device is most often used to access the document?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Information Design

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Is hierarchy used to show content importance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Is style—size, face, style, color, and shape—used to show relationships with other elements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Is there any variation in typeface?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Is spacing used to differentiate elements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Is the document user-created or publisher-provided?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Is there ample space for student answers, if applicable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Are any visuals provided in the document?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>For science and mathematics courses, are any graphics included in the document?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8a.</td>
<td>Are any graphics three-dimensional?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8b.</td>
<td>Are graphics integrated in a way that would make sense to readers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive Psychology</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.</strong> Could the document’s length have an effect on the student’s mental effort?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.</strong> Are there any elements of play involved?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.</strong> Could any external factors affect a student’s use of this document?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>